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Dedication

The theme of the Watersports play was gold, and I think you will agree

with me that the authors and producers — Nancy and Shippen — worried the

subject much as a dog worries a bone. Of course the reason they chose to

build a somewhat thin story line around gold is that this marks Kieve's fiftieth

or golden anniversary. Therefore, when I was trying to think of what I might

say in chapel this morning, my mind was on history, the deeds of those who
have gone on before us, and Kieve. Also, of course, my mind is full of what
each boy here has done for himself and for others during these past four

weeks.

One reason that growing up is such a tough process — in fact I think being

young is often a bewildering condition — is that each of us has a hard time

learning from the past. It is difficult when we are ten or fifteen or twenty to

have what we call historical perspective. When we are young, the here and
now is real; there seems little point on dwelling in the past — or the future

for that matter. Let's see, however, if we can't learn something by taking a

peek into the past. After all, Kieve wouldn't be here now if my father hadn't

started it fifty years ago.

When I say "pioneer" what do you think of? Most of us visualize a family

from New York state or western Massachusetts or Ohio leaving their small,

poor farm and setting off on a voyage across the prairies for a promised land
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out west one hundred or more years ago. We have television and movie and

book images of the homespun clothes they wore, of the interesting food they

ate, of their thirst and hardship and danger. But it is tough to feel much
kinship for these people, to really understand them, because we have never

experienced the same hardships. Those of us who have gone from east to west

have done so by airplane in a few hours or by car in a few days. We have

travelled at high speed, been sure of luxurious accommodations (courtesy of

Holiday Inns), and only occasionally have we been denied a thirst-quenching

(and tooth-rotting) Coke — and then only until the next rest stop.

But how about the pioneers who lived right where we sit — those who
lived and worked and died here 200 years ago? We ought to be able to learn

something from them, because we have visual proof and visual reminders of

their existence. The graveyard by the big Kieve sign tells us a lot about their

lives and their deaths. Many children died in infancy, many mothers died

young, and most men had several wives before they died. Epidemics, Indian

raids, and grinding hard work took a terrific toll on the people who lived here

200 years ago. A diary that Nancy found in our attic tells a simple story of a

typical day in the life of a 30-year-old woman who lived in our house 160

years ago, three or four weeks before she had had a baby, with the help of

her closest neighbor — about two miles away — a short distance from where

you go to get your specimen of the Scotch pine for your nature qualifications.

It was now her neighbor's turn to have her baby. There were no roads — only

a blazed trail through the woods. The entry in the diary read that she must
get to bed particularly early that night as she had to rise at dawn in order to

make the perilous journey through the woods, so that she could be by her

neighbor's side in her time of need. She needed the light of dawn to find her

way; it was a matter of life or death that she not get lost, and it was a

matter of life or death that she not be discovered by the Indians. In short, as

she blew out her candle for the evening, this woman who lived in our house

was afraid, but she conquered her fear and went to the aid of her neighbor.

Her experience teaches us that she was both an independent person and a

dependent person. She was independent enough to go on a scary trip by
herself; but she clearly recognized that both she and her neighbor were

dependent upon one another to brimg their children into the world.

None of us can walk into the woods around Kieve for very long without
stumbling on a stone wall that has no appcirent reason — it seems to be
running from nowhere to nowhere. But 200 years ago, the people who lived

here built that stone wall for a purpose. They worked incredibly hard, long

hours to build that stone wall as a symbol of their independence and their

dependence. The stone wall was a boundary marking each man's land. Each
person was independent enough to want to separate his land from his neigh-

bor's. But notice that wherever there was a common boundary, the people
who lived here before us realized their dependence on one another and
willingly cooperated in the building of the common wall.

When this nation was settled 300 years ago, it was sparsely settled, and
then only along the eastern seaboard east of the Appalachian mountains. There
were only a few people and a great deal of land. Furthermore, land was
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important to these immigrants from Europe because many of them left Europe
precisely because they owned little or no land in Europe, and to be a

landowner was to be a wealthy man. Even though there was a great deal of
very cheap land available, do you know where these settlers built their homes
all the way from southern Georgia to northern Maine? They built them on the

hills and along the river valleys so that even the most remote household would
be in touch with a neighbor. Certainly these people were independent; they
had left Europe, come to the New World, carved out homes in the wilderness.

Yet they were dependent on one another; why else would they willingly

sacrifice some of their hunger for cheap land in order to live within sight of

one another?

So — I hope you see the point. The history of the people who lived right

here 200 and 300 years ago — and the history of those who lived on the

North Shore of Boston and around New York and Princeton and Philadelphia

and Baltimore — does tell us something important; it is a lesson which has not

changed. It is as true for us in 1975 as it was for our forefathers. We must
recognize the importance of both our independence and our dependence.

For the past 50 years Kieve has been trying to drive that lesson home to

thousands of gifted and important young men. This year I hope you have

learned something about the necessity of being both independent and depend-

ent. I hope you've learned that you can't be completely independent; because

if you try to go on your own way all the time, you are doomed to failure.

On the other hand, you can't be completely dependent. If you always rely on
the other fellow, inevitably he is going to let you down. On camping trips, in

your cabins, during your activities, and in all of the other intense experiences

you've had at Kieve, I sincerely hope that you've started to find the delicate

balance of dependence and independence which will add up to happiness and
effectiveness for you.
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KIEVE COUNSEL, 1975

RICHARD CROFT KENNEDY, Director, Camper 1939-45; A.B., Columbia,

1956; Harvard University; M.A., Stanford, 1973; Assistant Headmaster, Pingree

School; Pingree School, South Hamilton, Massachusetts 01982
ROBERT H. LINKER, Co-Director, Water Safety Instructor; B.S., Ursinus

College, 1961; Pennsylvania State University, Temple University; M.A., St.

Joseph's College, 1972; Director of the Middle School, The Episcopal Acad-
emy; 408 N. Latches Lane, Merion, Pennsylvania 19066

ROBERT RIDGWAY BISHOP, Tennis, Camper, 1949-52; A.B., Princeton Uni-

versity, 1962; L.L.B., University of Pennsylvania, 1965; M.A.T., Harvard

University, 1972; Director of the Devon Campus, Episcopal Academy; 403
Grange Road, Wayne, Pennsylvania 1908 7

WILLIAM CAMERON McCOOK, JR., Senior Camper Program, Camper, 1952-54;

B.A., Wesleyan University, 1962; M.A., University of Pennsylvania, 1965;

Dean of Lower School, Middlesex School; 1400 Lowell Road, Concord,

Massachusetts 01742
JOHN ROGER PEDRICK, Waterfront; A.B., Bates College, 1966; M.S., Uni-

versity of Pennsylvania, 1970; Assistant Headmaster — Head of the Lower
School, Shore Country Day School; 26 Lothrop Street, Beverly, Massachusetts

01915
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COUNSELORS

JOHN STEWART AMES, Fishing, Landsports, Campcraft, Archery, Camper,
1969-72; North Shore Country Day School, 1976; 1303 Westmoor Trail,

Winnetka, Illinois 60093
PAUL STEVEN BAUR, Sailing, Camper, 1973; Cherry Hill High School West,

1976; 132 Colwick Road, Cherry Hill, New Jersey 08034
CHRISTOPHER B. BENSLEY, Photography, Camper, 1968-70, 1972; Phillips

Andover, 1976; 45 Salem Street, Andover, Massachusetts 01810
E. SHIPPEN BRIGHT, Nature, Drama and Music; Bates College, 1978; 332

Exeter Road, Devon, Pennsylvania 19333
ALEXANDER KNAPP BUCK, JR., Campcraft, Fishing, Camper, 1966-70; Colby

College, 1978; West Neck Road, Nobleboro, Maine 04555
TENCH COXE FORBES, Tripping, Campcraft, Camper, 1970-71; Episcopal

Academy, 1976; 618 Maplewood Road, Wayne, Pennsylvania 19087
THOMAS CRASSELLI FOWLER, Tripping, Tennis, Landsports; Lawrenceville

Academy, 1976; 1105 Park Avenue, New York City, New York 10028
KEVIN MARTIN HUNTER, Campcraft; Pingree School, 1976; 38 Main Street,

Hollis, New Hampshire 03049
HENRY ROBBINS KENNEDY, Senior Camper Program, Camper, 196 7-72;

Pingree School, 1976; Pingree School, South Hamilton, Massachusetts 01982
ELISHA F. LEE, JR., Riflery; Milton Academy, 1976; 284 Summer Street,

Westwood, Massachusetts 02080
WALTER FRANKLIN MORRIS, Tennis, Landsports, Sailing, Camper, 1966-67;

Tufts University, 1978; White Horse Road, Phoenixville, Pennsylvania 19460
HOWARD LENFORD MURRAY III, Riflery, Campcraft; Episcopal Academy,

1977; 22 Weirwood Road, Radnor, Pennsylvania 19087
HOWARD Phipps III, Tripping; Andover, Phillips, 1976; 55 Post Road, West-

bury, Long Island, New York 11590
FRANK E. RUTAN IV, Tripping, Camper, 1966-70; University of Virginia, 1978;

14 Radnor Way, Radnor, Pennsylvania 19087

JOHN BENSON SEAMANS, Sailing, Shop, Archery, Camper, 1970-72; Pingree

School, 1976; 5 Harbor View, Marblehead, Massachusetts 01945
BRADFORD POTTER STEVENS, Shop, Handyman, Camper, 1966-67; Bowdoin

College, 1976; Camp Kieve, West Neck Road, Nobleboro, Maine 04555
SCHUYLER MERRITT TILNEY, Archery, Photography; University of Virginia,

1978; 185 Tanglewood Crossing, Lawrence, New York 11559
STEPHEN ANDERSON VASTINE, Nature, Landsports, Riflery; Episcopal Acad-

emy, 1977; 1157 Lafayette Road, Wayne, Pennsylvania 19087
PETER JAMES HENRY WICKSTEAD, Landsports, Photography, Drama and

Music; Oxford University, 1979; 4 Vicars' Court, Lincoln, LNZ IPT, United

Kingdom
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NURSE - MRS. JUDITH G. LINKER; R.N. , Thomas Jefferson University, 1964;

Nurse and Instructor, Episcopal Academy; 408 N. Latches Lane, Merion,

Pennsylvania 19066

NURSE'S AIDE - JANET MARIE CRIST; Pingree School, 1976; 1648 Massa-

chusetts Avenue, Apartment 33, Cambridge, Massachusetts 02138
KITCHEN — The Eldridge Rogers Family; 2 Osgood Place, Amesbury, Massa-

chusetts 01913
ELIZABETH WILLIAMS PARKER - Pingree School, 1976; Nashua Avenue,

Marblehead, Massachusetts 01945
ELIZABETH AMES STEVENS - Briarcliff College, 1979; 876 Washington

Street, Gloucester, Massachusetts 01930
LAUNDRY - DANA HAWKES; Skidmore College, 1979; 86 Hesperus Avenue,

Magnolia, Massachusetts 01930
KIDDIE KAMP - ANNE KENNEDY; Pingree School, 1978; Pingree School,

South Hamilton, Massachusetts 01982
MARY KAY DAMRON, Gunn Senior High School, 1978; 12678 La Cresta Drive,

Los Altos Hills, California 94022

TRUSTEES

GORDON BENSLEY - Phillips Academy, Andover, Massachusetts 01910
DOROTHY ADDAMS BROWN - Boston Safe Deposit &: Trust, 1 Boston Place,

Boston, Massachusetts 02106
WILLIAM P. BROWN - 414 Glenwyth Road, Wayne, Pennsylvania 1908 7

ALEXANDER K. BUCK, JR. - West Neck Road, Nobleboro, Maine 04555
PHILIP CUTLER - Box 192, Dresden Mills, Maine 04342
THOMAS HAAS - Morris Road, Ambler, Pennsylvania 19001
HENRY S. PATTERSON II - 46 Westcott Road, Princeton, New Jersey 08540
MRS. LANDON PETERS - 72 Knoll Drive, Princeton, New Jersey 08540
MRS. ANGUS RUSSELL - 928 Summit Road, Narberth, Pennsylvania 19072
MRS. CHANDLER ROBBINS II - Eastern Point, Gloucester, Massachusetts

01930
HARPER SIBLEY III - Bowdoin College, Brunswick, Maine 04011
BRADFORD P. STEVENS - Camp Kieve, Nobleboro, Maine 04555
CHRISTOPHER WELD - Beaver Pond Road, Beverly, Massachusetts 01915
MICHAEL WESTCOTT, ATTORNEY - Damariscotta, Maine 04543
MRS. FREDERICK WINTHROP, JR. - Topsfield Road, Ipswich, Massachusetts

01938
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Campers, 1975

SENIOR CAMPERS

WILLIAM G. ADAMS - Kieve, 1970-72, 74, 75; Milton Academy; 56 Cutler

Road, Hamilton, Massachusetts 01936
DOUGLAS BERESFORD BURDEN - Kieve, 1972-75; Hamilton-Wenham

Regional High School; 17 Grapevine Road, South Hamilton, Massachusetts

01982
DAVID W. CLARK, JR. - Kieve, 1973-75; Episcopal Academy; 1113 Beech

Road, Rosemont, Pennsylvania 19010
JONATHAN M. EATON - Kieve, 1975; Lincoln Academy; Damariscotta, Maine

04543
ROBERT PATTON HABGOOD IV - Kieve, 1970-71, 75; Choate; The Great

Road, Princeton, New Jersey 08540
GREGORY JOSEPH HEHER - Kieve, 1972-75; The Lawrenceville School; 4396

Provinceline Road, Princeton, New Jersey 08540
STEVEN CROSBY HORNBLOW - Kieve, 1969, 72, 74-75

;
Kingswood - Oxford

School; 41 Mountain Road, Farmington, Connecticut 06032
SPENCER GEORGE LAKE - Kieve,' 1974-75; St. Mark's School; 232 Larch

Row, Wenham, Massachusetts 01982
CHRISTOPHER S. MORRIS - Kieve, 1971-73, 75; Episcopal Academy; White

Horse Road, Phoenixville, Pennsylvania 19060
DAVID L. PETERS - Kieve, 1970-75; South Kent School; 72 Knoll Drive,

Princeton, New Jersey 08540
RICHARD SCHAEDLE - Kieve, 1974-75; Archbishop Malloy High School;

181-12 Henley Road, Jamaica, New York 11432
SAMUEL MIFFLIN TFIAYER - Kieve, 1971, 74-75; The Hun School; 21 Lilac

Lane, Princeton, New Jersey 08540
CHARLES CHRISTIAN WOLFERTH HI - Kieve, 1971, 73-75; Episcopal

Academy; 8840 Towanda Street, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19118

PETER STANWOOD ADAMSON - Kieve, 1973-75; Princeton Day School, 174
Constitution Drive, Princeton, New Jersey 08540

JOHN GODWIN ALLEN - Kieve, 1975; Greenvale School; Hicks Lane, Port

Washington, New York 11050
LUKE ANDREW ALLEN - Kieve, 1974-75; Greenvale School; Hicks Lane, Port

Washington, New York 11050
BRIAN MERRILL BAILEY - Kieve, 1975; Nobleboro Central School; New-

castle, Maine 04553
DOUGLASS WHITFIELD BAILEY - Kieve, 1975; Princeton Day School; 90

Cleveland Lane, Princeton, New Jersey 08540
JULIEN F. BEGIEN, JR. - Kieve, 1975; Brookwood School; Beach Street,

Manchester, Massachusetts 01944
RODD SUTHERLAND BELL - Kieve, 1974-75; Shore Country Day School;

Eastern Point, Gloucester, Massachusetts 01930
MICHAEL J. BENT - Kieve, 1974-75; Nobleboro Central School; Nobleboro,

Maine 04555
DANIEL BLISS - Kieve, 1975; Greenwich Country Day School; 14 Fairfield

Road, Greenwich, Connecticut 06830
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PERRY TRAFFORD BOYDEN, JR. - Kieve, 1975; Lincoln School; Vinalhaven,

Maine 04863
SHEPARD BROWN, JR. - Kieve, 1972-75; Shore Country Day School; 69

Bridge Street, Manchester, Massachusetts 01944

BRIGGS BRAYTON CHERRY - Kieve 1974-75; Covington Junior High School;

220 North Glengarry Road, Birmingham, Michigan 48010
PETER ANSON CLOUGH - Kieve 1975; Middlebrook School; 131 Whipstick

Road, Wilton, Connecticut 06897
DAVID STEWART COOLIDGE - Kieve, 1975; The Advent School; 85 Mount

Vernon Street, Boston, Massachusetts 02108
RICHARD LAWRENCE COOLIDGE - Kieve, 1975; Shore Country Day School;

Topsfield, B oxford, Massachusetts 01921
DAVID WALKER CRAIG - Kieve, 1974-75; Episcopal Academy; 100 Kynlyn

Road, Radnor, Pennsylvania 19087
PETER HOLCOMB CREIGHTON - Kieve 1974-75; Shore Country Day School;

Old Neck Road, Manchester, Massachusetts 01944
CRAIG RICHARD D'ALESSANDRO - Kieve, 1975; Noah Wallace School; 46

Mountain Road, Farmington, Connecticut 06032
TODD DAVID D'ALLESANDRO - Kieve, 1975; Noah Wallace School; 46

Mountain Road, Farmington, Connecticut 06032
CHARLES LELAND DAVIS - Kieve, 1972-75; Hillcrest Junior High School;

8100 MacArthur Road, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19118

CHRISTOPHER C. DAVIS - Kieve, 1974-75; St. Bernard's School; 10 Gracie

Square, New York City, New York 10028
EDWARD SHIPPEN DAVIS, JR. - Kieve, 1974-75; Collegiate School; 1040 Park

Avenue, New York City, New York 10028
MARK ALDRICH DEXTER - Kieve, 1975; Castner Grammar School; Lincoln

Academy, Newcastle, Maine 04553
WILLIAM FREDERICK DOHRMANN IV - Kieve, 1973-75; Bessie Buker

School; 10 Miles River Rd., So. Hamilton, Massachusetts 01982
JOSEPH LEO DOWLING HI - Kieve, 1975; Moses Brown School; 109 Hazard

Avenue, Providence, Rhode Island 02906
COURTLAND CARTER EBELING - Kieve, 1974-75; Episcopal Academy;

Weldon Lane, Bryn Mawr, Pennsylvania 19010
DUDLEY A. EPPEL, JR. - Kieve, 1975; Princeton Day School; Cherry Valley

Rd., Princeton, N.J. 08540
MILES OWEN EPSTEIN - Kieve, 1975; St. Mark's School; 5620 Oregon

Avenue N.W., Washington, D.C. 20015
EDWARD THOMAS GARDINER - Kieve, 1973-75; Welsh VaUey Junior High

School; 338 North Ithan Avenue, Rosemont, Pennsylvania 19010
WILLIAM E. GERICKE - Kieve, 1975; Ardmore Junior High School; 1504

Brinton Park Drive, Wynnewood, Pennsylvania 19096
PATRICK JOHN GILLIGAN - Kieve, 1973-75; Bell School; 34 Brown Street,

Marblehead, Massachusetts 01945
JOHN VINCENT GOODMAN - Kieve, 1975; Eldridge Park Grade School; 4390

Provinceline Road, Princeton, New Jersey 08540
JAMES EMMET GOWEN - Kieve, 1975; Episcopal Academy; Coopertown Road,

Haverford, Pennsylvania 19041
ASHBEL STOCKTON GREEN - Kieve, 1975; Allen-Stevenson School; 70 East

96 Street, New York City, New York 10028
MARK BRUCE GUTHRIE - Kieve, 1974-75; Episcopal Academy; Four Oaks,

Guthrie Road, Wayne, Pennsylvania 1908 7

KENNETH RAYMOND HALLOWS - Kieve, 1975; Eldridge Park; 35 7 Cold Soil

Road, Princeton, New Jersey 08540
RICHARD SCHUYLER HAWKES - Kieve, 1975; Chapin School; 166 Stockton

Street, Princeton, New Jersey 08540
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JAMES STEPHEN HEBB IV - Kieve, 1975; Calvert School; 500 Greenwood
Road, Ruxton, Maryland 21204

ELIOT CHARLES HEHER - Kieve, 1974-75; Lawrence Intermediate School;

4396 Provinceline Road, Princeton, New Jersey 08540
JOHN SCANLAN HILBERTS - Kieve, 1975; Episcopal Academy; 448 Sabine

Avenue, Wynnewood, Pennsylvania 19096
GREGORY HARRAL HUNTER - Kieve, 1973-75; Hollis Middle School; 38

Main Street, Hollis, New Hampshire 03049
MICHAEL FIELD JACKSON - Kieve, 1975; Shore Country Day School; 49

Shorewood Road, Marblehead, Massachusetts 01945
GEORGE ALLIN KAHRL - Kieve, 1974-75; Columbus Academy; 48 Amazon

Place, Columbus, Ohio 43214
FRANK KAUL II - Kieve, 1973, 75; St. Mary's Area Middle School; Box 506,

St. Marys, Pennsylvania 15857
DONALD DAVIDSON KENNEDY III - Kieve, 1972-75; Strafford School; 266

West Valley Road, Wayne, Pennsylvania 19087
DAVID ALEXANDER KISSINGER - 1974-75; Buckingham, Browne, & Nichols

School; 46 Rockmont Road, Belmont, Massachusetts 02178
DAVID MICHAEL KLINE - Kieve, 1975; Episcopal Academy; 204 Edgehill

Road, Havertown, Pennsylvania 19083
HENRY ELLIS KLINGEMAN - Kieve, 1975; T. J. Sabatini School; 2 Cross

Gates Road, Madison, New Jersey 07940
ROBERT MUNROE KNOWLES - Kieve, 1975; Buckley School; 810 Fifth

Avenue, New York City, New York 10021
PETER G. LAVENTIS - Kieve, 1974-75; Shore Country Day School; 20 Main

Street, Wenham, Massachusetts 01984
EDWARD FELL LEE - Kieve, 1972-75; Episcopal Academy; RD #1 Downing-

town, Pennsylvania 19335
JASON E. LEO - Kieve, 1975; Tuxedo Park School; Fox Hill Road, Tuxedo

Park, New York 10987
JONATHAN T. LEO - Kieve, 1973-75; Tuxedo Park School; Fox Hill Road,

Tuxedo Park, New York 10987
CHRISTOPHER H. LICKDYKE - Kieve 1975; Brooks School; 18 Bray Street,

West Gloucester, Massachusetts 01930
CHARLES PRIOR LORD - Kieve, 1975; Maumee Country Day School; 2222

Townley Road, Toledo, Ohio 43614
THOMAS PILLSBURY LORD - Kieve, 1975; Maumee Country Day School;

2222 Townley Road, Toledo, Ohio 43614
PETER CHARLES MARGARITIS - Kieve, 1974-75; Fay School; 94 Main

Street, Southborough, Massachusetts 01772
CHRISTOPHER JOSEPH MAYER - Kieve, 1975; Sherwood School; 1335

Sherwood Road, Highland Park, Illinois 60035
DONALD McMillan - Kieve, 1975; Shore Country Day School; 41 Grapevine

Road, South Hamilton, Massachusetts 01982
CHRISTOPHER MINOT - Kieve, 1974-75; Brookwood School; Boardman

Avenue, Manchester, Massachusetts 01944
MANTON W. MOLLER - Kieve, 1974-75; 129 Upper Gulph Road, Radnor,

Pennsylvania 19087
WILLIAM GILBERT MORRISON III - Kieve, 1974-75; Buckley Country Day

School; 10 Knolls Lane, Manhasset, New York 11030
EDWARD ANDREW MORROW III - Kieve, 1975; Croton Elementary School;

100 Truesdale Drive, Croton-on-Hudson, New York 10520
DANA L. MORSE - Kieve, 1975; Barnard School; RFD#1 JeweU Street, South

Hampton, New Hampshire 01913
BENJAMIN R. NEILSON, JR. - Kieve, 1973-75; St. Paul's School; 354

Sugartown Road, Devon, Pennsylvania 19333
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DAVID GRAHAM NELSON - Kieve, 1975; Shore Country Day School; 48

Sunrise Road, Boxford, Massachusetts 01921

MICHAEL ALLEN NELSON - Kieve, 1975; Nobleboro Central School; R.F.D.

#1, Newcastle, Maine 04553
CHARLES LATTA NEWHALL - Kieve, 1973-75; Shore Country Day School; 8

Hamilton Street, Salem, Massachusetts 01970
GEORGE Q. NICHOLS, JR. - Kieve, 1975; Charles River School; 6 Strawberry

Hill Street, Dover, Massachusetts 02030
ROBERT MORSE NICHOLS, JR. - Kieve, 1972-7 5; Daniel Hand High School;

501 Opening Hill Road, Madison, Connecticut 06443

GARRETT ALLAN O'LEARY - Kieve, 1974-75; Rectory School; 4565

Provinceline Road, Princeton, New Jersey 08540

JOHN ARTHUR PAPPS - Kieve, 1975; Fessenden School; 41 Asbury Street,

Topsfield, Massachusetts 01983
GREGORY WOOD PENSKE - Kieve, 1974-75; Episcopal Academy; 1139 Rock

Creek Road, Gladwyne, Pennsylvania 19035

RICHARD STURGIS PERKINS HI - Kieve, 1974-75; Shore Country Day
School; 82 River Road, Topsfield, Massachusetts 01983

CHRISTOPHER L. PETERS - Kieve, 1974-75; Riverside School; 72 Knoll Drive,

Princeton, New Jersey 08540
HENRY PAINE PHIPPEN - Kieve, 1975; Brookwood School; 253 Larch Row,

South Hamilton, Massachusetts 01982
GEORGE DYER PHIPPS - Kieve, 1974-75; Greenvale School; Box 531 - 55

Post Road, Westbury, New York 11590
PETER PIETRA - Kieve, 1975; Episcopal Academy; 27 Lodges Lane, Bala

Cynwyd, Pennsylvania 19004
PHILIPP PIETRA - Kieve, 1975; Episcopal Academy; 27 Lodges Lane, Bala

Cynwyd, Pennsylvania 19004
JOHN T. PIRIE - Kieve, 1974-75; Shore Country Day School; Aquila Farm,

Hamilton, Massachusetts 01936
LEWIS TERADA PORTS - Kieve, 1973-75; Columbia Grammar and Preparatory

School; 440 Riverside Drive, New York City, New York 10027
DANIEL T. PURVIS - Kieve, 1973-75; Daniel Hand High School; 7 Sportsman's

Hill, Madison, Connecticut 06443
CHRISTOPHER HUNT RAWLINGS - Kieve, 1974-75; Memorial School; Cobb

Avenue, Manchester, Massachusetts 01944
GORDON WAYNE RENNEISEN - Kieve, 1973-75; Bala Cynwyd Junior High

School; 306 Bryn Mawr Avenue, Bala Cynwyd, Pennsylvania 19004
JOHN DANIEL RENNEISEN - Kieve, 1974-75; Cynwyd Grammar School; 306

Bryn Mawr Avenue, Bala Cynwyd, Pennsylvania 19004
CHRISTOPHER RICHARDS - Kieve, 1974-75; East Junior High School; 80

Bartlett Street, Andover, Massachusetts 01810
JOHN TIMOTHY RICHARDS - Kieve, 1975; East Junior High School; 80

Bartlett Street, Andover, Massachusetts 01810
CHRISTOPHER LYLE RICHARDSON - Kieve, 1975; Noah Wallace School; 44

Colton Street, Farmington, Connecticut 06032
GERALD RIVKIN - Kieve, 1975; Tuxedo Park School; Acres Road, Box 258,

Monroe, New York 10950
THOMAS WILLIAMS ROBERTS III - Kieve, 1975; Episcopal Academy; 669

Conestoga Road, Villanova, Pennsylvania 19085
JOHN SIBLEY RODIGER - Kieve, 1973-75; Army-Navy Military Academy;

1102 Arden Road, Pasadena, California 91106
WILLIAM RYLE ROSSMASSLER HI - Kieve, 1975; Princeton Day School; 47

Westcott Road, Princeton, New Jersey 08540
JOHN M. L. RUTHERFURD - Kieve, 1974-75; Palm Beach Private School; 257

Tradewinds, Palm Beach, Florida
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GEOFFREY SEAN SABLOSKY - Kieve, 1975; Episcopal Academy; Kinvara,

R.D.#2, Malvern, Pennsylvania 19355

JOHN FRITZ SCHNEIDER - Kieve, 1974-75; Episcopal Academy; 918 Merion
Square Road, Gladwyne, Pennsylvania 19035

WILLIAM PRICE SCHWALBE - Kieve, 1974-75; Buckingham, Browne &:

Nichols School; 75 Sparks Street, Cambridge, Massachusetts 02138
ELDON SULLIVAN SCOTT, JR. - Kieve, 1975; Shore Country Day School;

Box 582, Larch Row, Wenham, Massachusetts 01984
DAVID FRANKLIN SEIGER - Kieve, 1975; American Community School, 711

Amsterdam Avenue, New York City, New York 10025
TIMOTHY OWEN SHENTON - Kieve, 1974-75; Buckingham Browne & Nichols;

229 Brattle Street, Cambridge, Massachusetts 02138
CHRISTOPHER GIBBS SHERRILL - Kieve, 1974-75; Shore Country Day

School; 858 Hale Street, Beverly Farms, Massachusetts 01915
STEVEN SCOTT SHUSTER - Kieve 1975; Greenfield School; 2215 Rittenhouse

Square Street, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19103
PETER COLEMAN STABLER - Kieve, 19 75; Princeton Day School; 944 Stuart

Road, Princeton, New Jersey 08540
JAMES EDWARD STEBBINS, JR. - Kieve, 1975; American School of Rio de

Janeiro; 435 Rua Vitoria Regia, Loqao, Rio de Janeiro, Brazil

THOMAS CARPENTER STEWART II - Kieve, 1975; Haverford School; 914
Black Rock Road, Gladwyne, Pennsylvania 19035

JAMES RANDOLPH STONE - Kieve, 1975; Episcopal Academy; CoUege
Avenue, Haverford, Pennsylvania 19041

ANDREW TAYLOR SUTPHIN - Kieve, 1975; Chapin School; 501 Jefferson

Road, Princeton, New Jersey 08540
DAVID ALEXANDER THAYER - Kieve, 1974-75; Community Park School; 21

Lilac Lane, Princeton, New Jersey 08540
JOHN H. THEODORACOPULOS - Kieve, 1974-75; St. Bernards School; 993

Fifth Avenue, New York City, New York 10028
BRADLEY GEORGE THOMPSON - Kieve, 1973-75; Cider Mill School; 80

Hemmelskamp Road, Wilton, Connecticut 0689 7

DANIEL FOOTE THOMPSON - Kieve, 1974-75; Princeton Day School;

Provinceline Road, RD #2, Princeton, New Jersey 08540
GEORGE A. THORNTON - Kieve, 1975; Central School; 2301 North Colum-

bus, Ottawa, Illinois 61350
JAMES MATTHEW TYACK - Kieve, 1975; Winthrop School; 11 Rust Street,

South Hamilton, Massachusetts 01982
COULSTON P. VASTINE - Kieve, 1974-75; Episcopal Academy; 115 7 Lafayette

Road, Wayne, Pennsylvania 19087

JOHN WILLIAM VINAL - Kieve, 1973-75, Lincoln Academy; RED #1, Box 90,

Nobleboro, Maine 04555
ANDREW PHILIP WASSERMAN - Kieve, 1975; Episcopal Academy; 305^/2

Delancey Street, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19106
SIMON A. T. WEATHERILL - Kieve, 1974-75; Lawrence Intermediate School,

4521 Provinceline Road, Princeton, New Jersey 08540
TIMOTHY ANDERSON WIKE - Kieve, 1975; Episcopal Academy; Twinbrook

Road, Berwyn, Pennsylvania 19312
EDWARD FORD WILGIS - Kieve, 1975; St. Paul's School; 1207 Malvern

Avenue, Baltimore, Maryland 21204
RANDOLPH SHAW WILGIS - Kieve, 1975; Calvert School; 1207 Malvern

Avenue, Baltimore, Maryland 21204
JOHN CHRISTIAN WOLFERTH IV - Kieve, 1973-75; Episcopal Academy;

8840 Towanda Street, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19118
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DAVID STRATTON WOODRUFF III - Kieve, 1974-75; Friends Central School;

121 Pennswood Road, Bryn Mawr, Pennsylvania 19010
GEORGE WAGONER WOODRUFF - Kieve, 1974-75; Episcopal Academy; 121

Pennswood Road, Bryn Mawr, Pennsylvania 19010

JOHN WELDON YORK, JR. - Kieve, 1975; Montgomery Country Day School;

1329 Beaumont Drive, Gladwyne, Pennsylvania 19035
ARTHUR CHRISTOPHER YOUNG - Kieve, 1975; Episcopal Academy; 1203

Andover Road, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19151

JAMES BRINKERHOFF YOUNG - Kieve, 1974-75; Episcopal Academy; 1203
Andover Road, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19151

GARY MICHAEL ZESCHKE - Kieve, 1974-75; Sibley Junior High School;

Sibley, Illinois 61773
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Campers, 1975

FIRST SESSION

North Glenayr:

Kneeling:

1st row:

2nd row:

3rd row:

4th row:

Rossmassler, Hebb
O'Leary, Klingeman, Creighton, C. D'Alessandro, Ph. Pietra

Tyack, Nichols, Begien

C. Peters, J. Renneisen, R, Wilgis

Wickstead, Baur, W. Morris
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South Bunker Hill

Kneeling: Pirie, Dohrmann, Margaritis, L. Allen, G. Phipps, Gilligan,

Moller, D. Thayer
Standing: Tilney, Newhall, Jackson, Cherry, N, Davis, Minot, Ruther-

furd, Seamans, K. Hunter

North Bunker Hill:

Kneeling: J. Allen, Adamson, Bliss, Rivkin, E. Heher, D. Thompson
Standing: Murray, Phippen, Buck, Sutphin, Thornton, D. Bailey, Jo.

Leo, Eppel, B. Young, Knowles, E. Lee
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South Harris:

Kneeling: Shenton, Stewart, Kissinger, Schwalbe, Penske, Hilberts,

Rodiger, Pe. Pietra

Standing: Ames, D. Kennedy, Schneider, Gericke, Stevens, C. Young,
Wasserman, Stebbins, Fowler

North Harris:

Kneeling: Ports, N. Lee, L. Davis, G. Hunter, Nichols, Epstein, Papps

Standing: Purvis, G. Renneisen, Rutan, J. Wolferth, Morrison, Forbes,

Kahrl, C. Vastine, Neilson
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SECOND SESSION

South Glenayr:

Kneeling: Green, Goodman, Bowling, Dexter, Boyden, Bent

Standing: Bright, Shuster, Mayer, Hallows, Bensley, Sablosky, S. Vastine,

Seiger, C. Lord, Baur (absent - Stabler)

North Glenayr:

Kneeling: Begien, Weatherill, Bell, Morrow, T. Lord, Kline, R. Coolidge,

Sherrill

Standing: Wickstead, B. Bailey, J. Renneisen, O'Leary, York, Gowen,
Stone, Roberts, W, Morris
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South Bunker Hill:

Kneeling: Rutherfurd, McMillan, L. Allen, Rawlings, Perkins, Laventis,

N. Davis

Standing: Tilney, Seamans, Hawkes, M. Nelson, B, Thompson, Scott, D.
Nelson, Clough, T. Richards, Hunter

North Bunker Hill:

1st row: J. Allen, C. Richards, Kaul, Rodiger, Guthrie, Zeschke,

Gardiner, E. Heher
2nd row: Murray, Ames, D. Kennedy, Lickdyke, G. Woodruff, Buck,

Ebeling, Craig, Lee

North Harris:

1st row: J. Wolferth, C. Vastine, Neilson, Purvis, Ports, Morrison, L.

Davis, N. Lee

2nd row: D. Woodruff, Vinal, G. Renneisen, Brown, Forbes, Rutan, B.

Nichols, Papps
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Chapel

Central to Kieve is the opportunity for a group of individuals to come
together during the summer and for each individual to receive strength from

all the others by discovering that they share common concerns. The chapel

provides an ideal setting for drawling the community together; here there seem
to be few^ divisions as wrt all recognize the existence of a force greater than

any other, and we also recognize eternal truths handed down through the

wisdom of the ages. Besides, chapel at Kieve is fun because so many people

"get into the act."

Dick usually gave a short talk (three of them are printed elsewhere in the

Annual), Bob Linker spoke simply and effectively on the importance of

"please" and "thank you," Nancy's choir with John Pedrick as choirmaster led

us in enthusiastic song, and many of us rendered short readings.

Though the list is incomplete, some of those participating most actively in

chapel this year were: Will Schwalbe, Jamey Hebb, John Rodiger, Greg Penske,

Pat Gilligan, Bob Bishop, Mark Guthrie, Brad Thompson, Henry and Nanney
Kennedy, Chris Mayer and David Kissinger.

Finally, if chapel helped you to discover the value of respecting the "needs
and feelings of others," then it was a good place for you to be.

DICK KENNEDY
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The Infirmary

The infirmary, luckily for all concerned, had a fairly healthy summer.
Stitches were few, Tim Wike's finger, Peter Margaritis' knee, and Gordon
Renneisen's foot were the only three to need the aid of needle and thread.

We were lightly touched with a stomach virus, causing George Nichols, Jack
Rutherfurd, and Chris Minot to stay over night in the infirmary. George
Nichols stayed on, with a strep throat, possibly received from one of the four

counselors who had it.

John Pirie managed to engage a fish hook in his thumb. (Thankfully he did

not top last year's record of two for the season.)

Three weeks into the season Judy and Janet organized a clean-up project to

rid the camp proper of all stray boards with attached nails. The project was
initiated after Jack Rutherfurd's and Freddy Begien's feet were pierced by the

above-mentioned item. Enthusiasm in our project was spurred on by a reward
of one Hershey bar for each board delivered to the infirmary, but unfortunate-

ly, no self-manufactured models were acceptable.

Swimmer's ear was fairly uncommon until the end of camp, when Biff

Lake, Chris Peters, David Seiger, Chris Rawlings, Brad Thompson, Eddie

Gardiner and John Wolferth kept us busy medicating ears.

Chris Richards gave us all a scare when he did a swan dive on the path to

the infirmary. The hospital physician and X rays assured us nothing was
broken.

Andy Wasserman, Eliot Heher, Tony Moller and Keven Hunter all get the

blue ribbon for blisters, and Craig D'Alessandro gets one for his poison ivy

ordeal.

The infirmary of the year award would have to go to John Wolferth, who
badly sprained an ankle, got swimmer's ear, and also a 3rd degree burn on the

finger.

We somehow managed to finish the year with no major mishaps; hopefully

next year will be as lucky.

JANET CRIST, Nurses Aid

JUDY LINKER, R.N.
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Senior Camper Program, 1975

Kieve's fiftieth birthday saw the beginning of a new idea, the Senior

Campers. For eight weeks thirteen boys, followed none too closely by Henry

Kennedy and myself, lived, worked, and played together as a group. In the

process we all had a great deal of fun, and many of us also came out of the

experience a little more knowledgeable about ourselves and the way we relate

to those around us.

As I sit here in the office thinking back over the summer and the fantastic

time I personally had with these fourteen people many memories come to

mind. Sam Thayer rising from his bed-sleeping bag each morning was enough
to make anyone's day; the smile on Greg Heher's face when he realized that

morning at last had come also Ht the cabin. Bill "I'm a lover, not a fighter"

Adams' ability with a knife was only equalled by that of Jonathan Eaton's;

between the two of them we ended up with enough pipes to outfit Harvard

Square. Who can forget Doug's ability with the rowboat, nor the look of

anticipation on the faces of the sailing staff when they saw Senior Campers
coming their way? And then there was David "Who, me?" Peters with the

innocent expression when someone else found himself suddenly in the water.

Bob Habgood made the summer for most of the females at Kieve, young and
old, and Dave Clark wasn't far behind in this department. Chris Wolferth was
the group's social chairman, as well as musical director, while Steve Hornblow
was the audio-visual man, in addition to helping out in more ways than I can

mention. Chris Morris did more with the younger campers than many on the

staff, and I think the entire camp appreciated it. And let us not forget the

socialites of the group. Rich Schaedle and George "let's have a party!" Lake.

Bunker Hill is a bit quiet now; the stereo still is operational, but Billy

Copham rests forlornly in its box, awaiting next June and its magical resurrec-

tion. My best to all of you, and my appreciation for a job well done!

BILL McCOOK
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Activities

At the heart of the in-camp program are the varied activities. During the

morning's tw^o periods the boys touch all the bases as these instructional

periods are planned to teach various skills to be employed in a more relaxed

afternoon activity period. The Council plays an important role in seeing that

the youngsters improve in and learn about all the activities that are offered.

The following pages give a rundown of all the activities and the qualifica-

tions earned at each.
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Archery
"I love archery," a camper said to me one day this summer, a statement I

was not only pleased to hear, but found indicative of the attitude of a great

number of boys this year. Arrows whistled and zinged to such a degree that it

seemed three or four qualifications were being achieved daily. Several boys, in

fact, earned two qualifications in the same activity period, a feat rarely seen

on any archery range, and many lured me or other counselors into taking

them out during free time.

In archery at Kieve, there are five different qualifications: 1) the White
Arrow, where from 15 yards the archer must shoot 15 points in one round (a

"round" is five arrows) and thereafter 45 points in five rounds, 2) the Black

Arrow where he must do the same from 20 yards, 3) the Blue Arrow, where
from 25 yards he must shoot 20 points in one round and sixty points in five

rounds, 4) the Red Arrow, where from 30 yards he must shoot 25 points,

then 75 points, and 5) the Gold Arrow, where from 35 yards he must shoot

30 points and 90 points. To some of us, these may sound relatively easy;

nevertheless, among the group of highly talented and skilled boys this summer,
not one camper earned a Red Arrow, and not a great number have earned one
in past summers.

In closing, I would like to say how much fun I personally had at the

archery range this summer. Everyone tried his hardest and did his best,

therefore I will not name our outstanding archers. It gave us all a kick to see

everybody do so well, let's go to the top next year! Thanks, of course, to all

who helped me, particularly Tench "Shoot 'em straight" Forbes, Stu "BuUs-
eye" Ames and Len "Eagle-Eye" Murray.

WHITE ARROW SCHUYLER TILNEY

D'Allessandro, T. Scott

Morse Allen, J.

Richardson Kaul

Wilgis, F. Lickdyke

Boyden Woodruff, G.

Dexter Creighton

Dowling Hebb
Green Nichols, G.

Hallows Pietra, Ph.

Mayer Rossmassler

Shuster Wilgis, R.

Stabler Dohrmann
Bailey, B. Jackson •

Begien Margaritis

Bell Newhall

Coolidge, R. Thayer

Gowen Bailey, D.

Kline Bliss

Lord, T. Knowles

Morrow Phippen

Sherrill Rivkin

Weatherill Sutphin

Clough Thornton

Davis, N. Gericke

Hawkes Pietra, Pe.

McMillan Stebbins

Nelson, D. Wasserman

Richards, T. Young, C.

BLACK ARROW
Bent Clough Nichols, G.
Dexter Nelson, D. Rossmassler

Dowling Perkins Davis, N.

Hallows Richards, T. Jackson
Mayer Rutherfurd Margaritis

Shuster Thompson, D. Minot

Bailey, B. Gardiner Pirie

Bell Lickdyke Knowles

Coolidge, R. Woodruff, G. Phippen

Kline Morse Rivkin

Lord, T. Richardson, C. Sutphin

Weatherill Creighton Thompson, D.

Allen, L. Hebb Thornton

BLUE ARROW

Dexter

Davis, N.

Lickdyke

Nichols, G.

Rossmassler

Pirie

Sutphin

Thompson, D.
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Campcraft
Campcraft this year was a rarely assigned activity basically because the

reward for being knowledgeable in campcraft is not a patch in your award
folder, but the ability to handle one's self while on a camping trip. Most of

the time was spent teaching skills like canoe paddling and axe safety. With
tripping being a big part of Kieve, Campcraft may not be a ver^' popular

activity but it and Nature are really the only two that combine the two
aspects of camp. My thanks to Kevin Hunter and Sandy Buck, our Rascal

Moose, because they did the work and I wrote the report.

This year the brain-trust people got together and decided to defy the

impossible. We took the theme of Jaws and the "California Gold Rush" and
married them into one great play (if you can find any parallels between them,

please let us know).

At any rate, in celebration of our 50th year, heavy emphasis was placed on
gold; and we were indeed golden.

The first session play glittered with the "Schwabs", "Kiss" and "Schneids"

as they really rolled the play through.

The second session play, after some abridging, was "ham" as Johnny
Rodiger, Neddy Davis and Petey Laventis led the "Kieve Players" through yet

another fiasco of our play . . . "EARS"! (it's scary)

As in every year, Nancy Kennedy puts in hours of work on the play and

she is really "the" play. It's amazing the patience and love she puts into the

kids. We all thank you, Nancy.

Thanks, also, Schuyler and "Pete" Wickstead for their help and dramatic

expertise.

Kieve fishermen this year had a challenge set in front of them. Early in the

season when fishing is usually unbelievably good even the mighty Kistler

family found fish few and far between. Ignoring this fact and others such as

low water, diehards such as John Pirie (who always seemed to hook some-

thing), Gary O'Leary, Neddy Davis and others gave it their all. In any lake

fishing can have an off year, but never two in a row, so next year we should

be seeing some hot action.

FRANK E. RUTAN

Drama Music

SHIPPEN BRIGHT

STEW AMES
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Nature
This year's nature program was run in a similar manner to last year's —

with the emphasis on the kids researching their questions about their environ-

ment. As an incentive, I set up a Nature Chart to challenge the boys and to

give them a foundation of knowledge about their environment.

All in all, it was a very productive year with many boys receiving their

Novice and Red Tree ratings. Peter Stabler, Chris Lickdyke and Neddy Davis

went onto their Green Tree rating, which is a tough achievement. Lee Davis,

as a carry-over from last year, received his Distinguished Kieve Nature

Achievement Award and also helped teach a number of sessions.

Many thanks to Steve Vastine for his invaluable time and help, also to

Frank Rutan who made his own Nature Chart (9 hour?).

SHIPPEN BRIGHT

Photography

As soon as Greg Penske stepped out of the darkroom with the first print of

Kieve 19 75, photography turned out masses of pictures, ranging from the

portraits of Ned Davis to the surrealistic double exposures of Eliot Heher.

With the addition of two new enlargers and a new collection of plastic

cameras, quality as well as imagination went into securing amazing photo-

graphs. Although Heher walked away with top prizes in the first session's two
contests, Chris Davis, Henry Klingeman, Tony Moller, Greg Penske, and George
Thornton managed to eat their share of Hershey Bars. Eddie Stebbins, Hank
Phippen and Bobby Knowles displayed pictures from their trips, and who can

forget Sut Sutphin's masterpiece with the foot?

Those stay-overs from the first session wasted no time in getting to work in

the darkroom. John Rodiger's collection of kitchen girl snapshots won prizes

in the second session's first contest, but were surpassed by Peter Laventis, who
won four of six first places. Eldon Scott came on strong in the second contest

with photographs that could have been taken with an expensive camera.

Schuyler and I were not only impressed with each camper's ability to catch

on and produce sharp pictures, but with their interest in teaching others what
they had learned.

CHRIS BENSLEY
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Rifiery

As usual, Riflery was one of the most popular activities in camp, and the

range was in use almost every morning and afternoon of the summer. The
result of this great attention shows itself in the many awards earned by an

even larger group of campers, all of whom deserve congratulations.

The first few days were, of necessity, dedicated to teaching the basic safety

rules and correct positions of shooting. These were learned readily, however, as

were the proper methods of sighting. With these "fundamentals" learned, the

serious shooting began and really never stopped till the end of the summer.

Special congratulations should go to Miles Epstein for his score of 47 out

of 50, the year's best; also to Peter Stabler, who progressed from Pro-Marks-

man up to Sharpshooter in the course of the summer, a difficult achievement.

ELISHA LEE

PRO-MARKSMAN

Jackson Green
Margaritis Hallows
Bailey, D. Lord, T.

Bliss Mayer
Eppel Sablosky
Knowles Stabler

Phippen Bailey, B
Rivkin Gowen

Rossmassler Young, C.

Tyack Bent

Coolidge, D. Gericke

Leo, Ja. Hilberts

Morse Begien

Richardson Hawkes
Seiger Laventis

Wilgis, R. Boyden
Allen, L. Bowling

Wike Pietra, Pe.

Dohrmann Goodman

Hebb Stebbins
Pietra, Ph. Stewart

Monrow
O'Leary

Rawlings

Roberts

Stone

York
Weatherill

Clough

McMUlan
Nelson, D.

Nelson, M.
Scott

Richards, T.

AUen, J.

Craig

Kaul

Lickdyke

Richards, C.

Zeschke

Lord, C.

MARKSMAN MARKSMAN 1st Class

Theodoracopulos 'Schwalbe

Pietra, Ph. Goodman
Tyack Green

Gilligan Stabler

Minot Bailey, B.

Moller Stone

Pirie Allen, L.

Thayer Clough
Adamson McMillan
Bailey, D. Nelson, D.
Knowles Lickdyke
Sutphin Richards, C.

Thompson, D. Zeschke
Kissinger Richards, T.

Pietra, Pe. Scott

Schneider Craig

SHARPSHOOTER

Creighton

Phipps

Pirie

Rutherford

Stabler

Clough
McMillan

Bailey, B.

Laventis

Richards, C.

Cherry Phipps
Stabler

BAR THREE

Epstein
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Sailing

Our excellent summer of sailing started when we picked up two re-fitted

Rays and a rebuilt Lolly which had spent the winter having cosmetic work
done on them at the boatyard. These essentially new boats joined our new
Dyers so the fleet was immaculate for the arrival of the campers.

The inconsistent and gusty winds on the lake, which are complicated by the

numerous reefs, teased both old and new sailors throughout the summer. Each

summer the boys seem to be more proficient at navigation and we had
relatively few mishaps or upsets — the sailing instructors nightmare! One
swamping toward the end of the first session cost us a mast and boom which
have taken up permanent lodging on the mucky floor of Lake Darmaiscotta.

My thanks to Paul Baur and W ally-gator Morris for their valuable help with

the sailing program throughout this all-too-brief camp season. Without their

assistance sailing at Kieve wouldn't be the popular and challenging program
that it is.

Congratulations to all of you boys who worked so hard on your qualifica-

tions throughout the summer and particular credit should go to Brad
Thompson who was our one and only Commodore of the year.

We will look forward to seeing you all on the lake during Kieve '76.

JOHN R. PEDRICK

CREW SKIPPER

Begien Sutphin

Creighton Theodoracopulos

Nichols Bailey

O'Leary Klingeman

Rossmassler Laventis

Wilgis, R. York

Gilligan Hawkes

Jackson Dowling

Phipps Scott

Pirie Coolidge, R.

Rutherfurd Shuster

Bliss Inline

Heher Morrow

Thompson Roberts

Young, C.

Gericke

Hebb
Minot
Rivkin

Thornton

Nichols

Wilgis, R.

Phipps

Heher

Young, B.

Schwalbe

Pirie

Gilligan

Perkins

York
O'Leary

Bell

Hawkes
Raw lings

Davis, N.

Lickdyke

Allen, L.

Coolidge, R.

Dowling
Kaul

COMMODORE

Thompson, B.
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Swimming
Swimming for fun and for qualifications were two very busy activities this

summer — also swimming in from moorings and around capsized sailboats! The
Island Swim was very successful with Bill McCook and Walter Morris coaching,

convincing and cajoling more boys into accomplishing this challenge than

anyone else. Although the time was short, a very large number of campers
took advantage of the Red Cross Swimming qualifications as noted at the end
of this report.

Also this was the year another record was set — we took five swims in one

day because of the record-breaking temperature on that day of 105°! Thank
you, Sandy, for the help.

BOB LINKER

BEGINNER INTERMEDIATE

Bent
Goodman
Green
Hallows

Lord, C.

Mayer
Sab losky

Shuster

Seiger

Stabler

Begien

Gowen
Lord, T.

Sherrill

York
Clough

Richards, T.

Rawlings

Allen, J.

Zeschke

D'Alessandro, C.

Leo, Ja.

Richardson

Rivkin

Wike
Wilgis, F.

D'Alessandro, T.

Klingeman
Nichols, G.

Peters

Rossmassler

Tyack
Jackson
Minot
Eppel

Sutphin

Hilberts

Stebbins

Stewart

ADVANCED BEGINNER

Goodman
Green
Hallows

Lord, C.

Mayer
Sablosky

Shuster

Gowen
Lord, T.

Sherrill

York
Clough
Richards,

Rawlings

Allen, J.

Zeschke

Coolidge, D.

D'Alessandro, T.

Leo, Ja.

Richardson

Creighton

D'Alessandro, C.

Dohrmann
Jackson

Minot

Bliss

Eppel

Rivkin

Sutphin

Hilberts

Schneider

Stebbins

Stewart

Dexter

Goodman
Mayer
Bailey, B.

Bell

Morrow
O'Leary

Renneisen, J.

Sherrill

Weatherill

York
Clough

Davis, N.

Allen, J.

Zeschke

Coolidge, D.

Richardson

Theodoracopulos

Creighton

D'Alessandro, T.

Cherry

Dohrmann
Minot

Moller

Thayer

Adamson
Bliss

Eppel

Rivkin

Thornton
Young, B.

Stebbins
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Tennis

Tennis started very disappointingly this year as the first session came and
went without use of the courts. However, as usual, with a lot of work under

Fordy's direction the new all-weather courts were completed and ready for

play by the 22nd of July. Both the new courts and a new system of

qualifications led to an extremely busy and exciting summer.

Under the counseling of Bob Bishop, Walter Morris and myself, many new
faces appeared, and often on afternoons the courts looked more like Miami
beach club courts than Kieve courts.

We had several real potential Wimbledon players in each cabin. Chris

Lickdyke and Eliot Heher led North Bunker Hill in style and pure skill while

John Rodiger did a fine job of imitating the nastier of Nastase's habits. In

South Bunker Hill, Don McMillan was without a doubt Master of his cabin on
the courts. North Glenayr was led by such veterans as Jamie Gowen and
Richard Coolidge who never ceased to amaze us with their indefatigable energy

and effort. Although a boy in the youngest cabin, South Glenayr, one cannot
forget the tennis antics of Ken Hallows who spent more than half of his

afternoons on the courts. Thus he received the highest possible award in

Tennis, his gold racket with special distinction.

Probably the crowds on the courts best demonstrated the success of tennis

this year, and the constant efforts of all of those involved in the program.

Thanks to all, primarily the campers who made it possible, tennis this year
was different and exciting. If we continue this success in future years, Kieve
may have some surprises for Forest Hills.

THOMAS G. FOWLER
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Special Mention, 1975

ADAMSON — Landsports, Nature, Sailing, Swimming, Inspection

ALLEN, J. — Nature, Drama &: Music, Photography, Swimming
ALLEN, L. — Nature, Drama &: Music, Riflery, Photography, Archery, Tennis,

Campcraft
BAILEY, B. — Sailing, Nature, Drama & Music, Riflery, Photography, Archery,

Tripping

BAILEY, D. — Landsports, Nature, Swimming, Riflery

BEGIEN — Sailing, Nature, Drama &: Music, Archery, Tennis, Inspection

BELL — Sailing, Nature, Drama & Music, Photography, Archery, Swimming
BENT — Nature, Drama & Music, Inspection, Tripping, Photography, Land-

sports, Archery, Tennis

BLISS — Nature, Archery, Swimming, Riflery

BOYDEN — Nature, Drama & Music, Inspection, Tripping, Riflery, Landsports,

Archery, Tennis

BROWN — Sailing, Nature, Landsports, Tripping

CHERRY — Nature, Drama & Music, Campcraft, Swimming, Inspection,

Photography

CLOUGH — Drama & Music, Riflery, Tennis, Swimming
COOLIDGE, D. — Riflery, Nature, Inspection, Campcraft, Swimming, Tripping

COOLIDGE, R. — Sailing, Nature, Drama & Music, Archery, Tripping, Tennis

CRAIG — Tripping, Nature, Drama & Music, Photography, Landsports, Tennis

CREIGHTON - Riflery, Nature, Drama &: Music, Archery, Swimming
D'ALESSANDRO, C. - Riflery, Landsports, Nature, Sailing, Campcraft

D'ALESSANDRO, T. - Riflery, Landsports, Nature, Swimming, Tripping

DAVIS, C. — Drama & Music, Inspection, Swimming, Photography

DAVIS, L. — Sailing, Nature, Landsports, Tripping

DAVIS, N. — Nature, Drama & Music, Photography, Landsports, Archery,

Tripping, Tennis, Fishing.

DEXTER — Nature, Archery, Tennis, Swimming
DOHRMANN — Riflery, Landsports, Nature, Archery, Swimming
DOWLING — Sailing, Nature, Drama &: Music, Inspection, Tripping, Riflery,

Photography, Landsports, Archery, Tennis

EBELING — Nature, Drama & Music, Photography, Landsports, Tennis

EPPEL — Landsports, Nature, Swimming, Inspection

EPSTEIN — Riflery, Landsports, Tripping

GARDINER — Sailing, Nature, Drama & Music, Photography, Archery, Tennis

GERICKE — Landsports, Nature, Swimming, Tripping

GILLIGAN — Landsports, Fishing, Nature, Sailing, Tripping, Photography

GOODMAN - Nature, Riflery, Swimming
GOWEN — Nature, Riflery, Archery, Fishing, Inspection

GREEN — Inspection, Tripping, Riflery, Photography, Swimming, Tennis

GUTHRIE — Nature, Drama & Music, Photography, Inspection

HALLOWS — Inspection, Archery, Tennis, Swimming
HAWKES — Sailing, Nature, Drama & Music, Photography, Campcraft

HEBB — Riflery, Nature, Sailing, Archery, Tripping

HEHER — Tripping, Nature, Drama & Music, Photography, Landsports, Tennis

HILBERTS — Landsports, Nature, Swimming, Tripping

HUNTER — Tripping, Swimming, Campcraft

JACKSON — Nature, Drama &: Music, Sailing, Inspection, "Kieve Tripper"

KAHRL — Landsports, Sailing, Swimming, Tripping

KAUL — Sailing, Nature, Riflery, Landsports, Archery

KENNEDY — Tripping, Nature, Landsports, Inspection, Tennis
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KISSINGER — Riflery, Landsports, Nature, Drama &: Music, Sailing, Tripping

KLINE — Sailing, Drama & Music, Nature, Landsports, Archery, Swimming
KLINGEMAN — Fishing, Nature, Swimming, Photography

KNOWLES — Landsports, Nature, Archery, Swimming, Inspection, Tripping,

Photography

LAVENTIS — Sailing, Nature, Drama & Music, Photography, Inspection, Camp-
craft

LEE — Sailing, Landsports, Tripping, "Kieve Tripper"

LEO, Ja. — Riflery, Nature, Inspection, Swimming
LEO, Jo. — Nature, Sailing, Swimming, Riflery

LICKDYKE — Nature, Drama & Music, Photography, Archery, Tennis

LORD, C, — Nature, Drama & Music, Riflery, Landsports, Tennis, Swimming
LORD, T. — Nature, Drama & Music, Riflery, Landsports, Archery, Tripping,

Tennis, Inspection

MARGARITIS - Landsports, Nature, Archery, Riflery

MAYER — Nature, Archery, Swimming, Riflery

McMillan — Nature, Riflery, Photography, Tennis

MINOT — Landsports, Nature, Drama & Music, Archery, Photography

MOLLER — Nature Drama & Music, Swimming, Photography

MORRISON - Sailing, Nature, Tripping

MORROW — Nature, Photography, Tennis, Inspection, Swimming
MORSE — Riflery, Landsports, Drama &: Music, Nature, Inspection, Riflery,

Swimming
NEILSON — Sailing, Landsports, Tripping, "Kieve Tripper"

NELSON, D. — Nature, Riflery, Archery, Inspection

NELSON, M. — Drama & Music, Swimming, Riflery, Landsports

NEWHALL - Fishing, Nature, Sailing

NICHOLS, G. - Sailing, Archery, Campcraft, Riflery

NICHOLS, R. - Photography, Tripping

O'LEARY — Sailing, Nature, Tennis, Swimming, Fishing

PAPPS - Nature, Tripping

PENSKE — Landsports, Nature, Tripping, Photography

PERKINS — Sailing, Nature, Drama &: Music, Photography, Inspection, Tennis

PETERS — Landsports, Nature, Swimming, Inspection, Photography
PHIPPEN — Landsports, Nature, Archery, Photography
PHIPPS — Riflery, Nature, Drama &: Music, Sailing, Campcraft, Inspection,

Tripping

PIETRA, Pe. — Riflery, Nature, Archery, Swimming, Tripping

PIETRA, Ph. — Riflery, Nature, Swimming, Archery
PIRIE — Fishing, Nature, Drama & Music, Sailing, Photography
PORTS — Sailing, Nature, Landsports, Tripping, "Kieve Tripper"

PURVIS - Tripping, "Kieve Tripper"

RAWLINGS — Nature, Drama &; Music, Photography, Tennis, Swimming
RENNEISEN, G. - Sailing, Nature, Landsports, Tripping

RENNEISEN, J. - Sailing, Nature, Swimming
RICHARDS, C. — Nature, Riflery, Photography, Tennis, Swimming
RICHARDS, T. - Sailing, Nature, Drama & Music, Riflery, Photography,

Landsports, Archery, Tripping, Tennis, Swimming
RICHARDSON — Riflery, Landsports, Fishing, Nature, Inspection, Archery,

Tripping

RIVKIN — Photography, Swimming, Inspection, Archery, Sailing

ROBERTS - Nature, Riflery, Photography, Tennis
RODIGER — Tripping, Nature, Drama &: Music, Photography, Tennis, Camp-

craft

ROSSMASSLER — Riflery, Landsports, Archery, Swimming, Inspection
RUTHERFURD - Nature, Drama & Music, Riflery, Archery, Tennis
SABLOSKY — Inspection, Riflery, Photography, Swimming
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SCHNEIDER — Riflery, Landsports, Nature, Drama Sc Music, Inspection,

"Kieve Tripper"

SCHWALBE - Nature, Drama 8c Music, Sailing, Tripping

SCOTT — Sailing, Drama & Music, Riflery, Photography, Tripping, Tennis

SEIGER — Nature, Landsports, Fishing, Swimming
SHENTON - Nature, Drama & Music, Sailing, Tripping

SHERRILL - Nature, Swimming, Riflery

SHUSTER — Nature, Inspection, Tripping, Photography, Archery, Swimming
STABLER — Sailing, Nature, Inspection, Tripping, Riflery, Landsports, Tennis

STEBBINS — Fishing, Nature, Drama &: Music, Archery, Tripping, Photography

SI EWART — Nature, Swimming, Inspection, Tripping

STONE — Sailing, Nature, Drama Sc Music, Riflery, Photography, Landsports,

Tennis

SUTPHIN - Riflery, Nature, Sailing, Archery

THAYER — Fishing, Nature, Drama & Music, Swimming
THEODORACOPULOS - Riflery, Nature, Inspection, Sailing, Swimming,

Tripping

THOMPSON, B. - Nature, Drama & Music, Tennis, Sailing

THOMPSON, D. — Landsports, Nature, Drama & Music, Sailing, Campcraft,

Inspection, Tripping

THORNTON — Landsports, Archery, Swimming, Photography

TYACK — Riflery, Nature, Swimming, Photography
VASTINE — Sailing, Nature, Photography, Landsports, Tripping

VINAL - Nature, Tripping

WASSERMAN - Landsports, Nature, Archery, Tripping

WEATHERILL — Sailing, Nature, Drama & Music, Swimming, Archery

WIKE — Riflery, Nature, Inspection, Swimming
WILGIS, F. — Riflery, Inspection, Swimming, Archery

WILGIS, R. — Landsports, Nature, Sailing, Archery, Swimming, Inspection

WOLFERTH, J. - Sailing, Nature, Tripping

WOODRUFF, D. - Tripping

WOODRUFF, G. - Nature, Drama 8c Music, Photography, Landsports, Arch-

ery, Tennis

YORK — Sailing, Nature, Drama 8c Music, Swimming
YOUNG, B. — Landsports, Nature, Drama 8c Music, Sailing, Tripping

YOUNG, C. - Sailing, Swimming, Tripping, Riflery

ZESCHKE — Tripping, Nature, Drama 8c Music, Riflery, Tennis, Campcraft
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Trips

Tripping is very likely the single biggest, reason we have for wanting to

return to Kieve year after year. Life in the woods, quite literally, has a magic

to it. Somehow the friendships formed are more lasting, the lessons learned

about ourselves better remembered. The memories we have of roughing it, even

the memories of the occasional rain or burned chocolate, will be most vivid

and happiest of all. May we learn to take advantage of the chance we have to

live deeply, know beauty, and breathe as hard as we paddle each long day.

July 1 - July 3

July 1 - July 3

July 1 - July 4

July 1 - July 4

July 1 - July 4

July 3 - July 16

July 4 - July 7

July 7 - July 9

July 7 - July 14

July 9 - July 12

July 10 - July 11

July 10 - July 12

July 11 - July 21

July 25 - August 13

July 25 - July 28

July 28 - August 1

July 29 - July 31

July 29 - August 1

July 29 - August 2

August 5 - August 9

August 5 - August 7

August 6 - August 8

August 6 - August 8

August 6 - August 10

August 12 - August 14

Westcott Point

Windy Island

White Mountains
Pemaquid River

Mount Katahdin

Allagash River

Vinalhaven

Pemaquid River

Moose River

Mount Katahdin

Loud's Island

Camden Hills

Aroostook River

Canadian Wilderness

Quebec
Debsconeag Region
Loud's Island

White Mountains
Rangely Region
White Mountains
Loud's Island

Camden Hills

Fort Island

Moose River

Loud's Island

South Glenayr

North Glenayr

South Bunker Hill

North Bunker Hill

South Harris

North Harris

Senior Campers
South Bunker Hill

South Harris

North Bunker Hill

South Glenayr

North Glenayr

Senior Campers
North Harris

Senior Campers
North Bunker Hill

South Glenayr

North Glenayr

South Bunker Hill

North Bunker Hill

Senior Campers &:

Nobleboro campers
South Glenayr

North Glenayr

South Bunker Hill

Senior Campers &:

Nobleboro campers
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Trip Notes
(A synopsis of the 25 trips)

July 1 - July 3

Westcott Point - South Glenayr

with Shippen Bright, Chris Bensley

and Elisha Lee

We were all sitting around the

campfire, enjoying the serenity of the

trip when suddenly a sound broke the

silence — was it a loon, a raging

moose, an angry bear? No, it was the

chimes of Innisfree telling us it was
5:00 p.m. So it goes.

Even so, Westcott Point proved to

be a nice retreat for teaching the kids

the "ins and outs" of camping.

Highlighting our trip was: Tim
Wike's 13" (?) bass . . . John's snagged

lures . . . Chris, whose socks are

these? . . . Bensley on the guitar, Bright

on the harmonica and Lee cutting

"Z's" . . . Mike's ethnic jokes . . . David
Coolidge's family history . . . Chris

Richardson's activeness . . . Dana's

clowning . . . Jason's expertise at pot-

walloping . . . Ford's talkativeness

(Ford, do you talk?) . . . Peter's help-

fulness . . . Todd's cheerfulness . . .

David's insatiable desire to fish (Dave,

it's three in the morning, you wanna
quit fishing and to go sleep?!) . . . By
the way, who did swamp that canoe in

the middle of the lake? Only William

Barrel knows for sure.

SHIPPEN BRIGHT

July 1 - July 3

Windy Island - North Glenayr

with Sandy Buck, Len Murray
and Paul Baur

Lady Luck shone down on us in the

form of a beautiful crystal clear blue

sky . . . Gary O'Leary and Philipp

Pietra zig-zagged down the lake ... "I

really do know how to paddle

stern! "... Chris Peters wound up
being our resident water-rat . . . excel-

lent firewood was collected by every-

one . . . much thanks must go to chefs

Begien and Creighton . . . and of course

the talented council (?)... Randy and
John couldn't seem to get enough! . . .

Hatch family story told over a dying

campfire . . . Jamey really saw a Cree

Indian that night! . . . The next day off

to Palmer's store with Uncle Shippy's

little cherubs . . . Jimmy got a pink
body from the sun . . . Italian gourmet
George Nichols prepared an exquisite

spaghetti dinner . . . Marshmallows,

Hershey bars and the Legend of

Bunker Hill Church rounded out a full

day . . . Last day — up, eat and
pack... Craig D'Alessandro woke up
with a poison ivy face making him
look like a pumpkin ... In spite of

that it was a great trip.

SANDY BUCK

July 1 - July 4

White Mountains - South Bunker Hill

with Schuyler Tilney, Kevin Hunter
and Steve Vastine

DAY 1 — Belated departure a la

Tilney style — where 's Tony's long

shirt? — long drive to Chase property

in Littleton, New Hampshire. Back-

woods campsite no one seems to be

able to find, but cries of relief as

Briggsy screams his discovery. Luke,

George, Jack and Chris show expertise

with' tent pitching; David and Peter

help with tree felling for firewood.

Cheeseburgers deluxe, listening to the

Red Sox game, a story and bed ....

DAY 2 — A beautiful, sunny day,

perfect for the challenge of Mount
Washington. Quick breakfast and drive

to Pinkham Notch after which we set

off up Tuckerman's Ravine. The climb

is beautiful, all enjoy lunch at top by
Hermit Crab Shelter. Patrick refrig-

erates his apple in a novel way — in

the ice cold stream. Snow still in the

bowl prevents us from climbing to the

summit, we reluctantly turn toward

the descent. Luke, Neddy, Jack and
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George set off at a fast clip with Vas

on a race to the bottom — the rest of

us follow at a slower pace. Quick stop

at Glen Ellis Falls where all are cooled

by the spray of the thundering water-

fall before the return to our campsite.

Soccer in the field before dinner and a

surprise ice cream dessert. Then camp-

fire, early bed (Lafayette tomorrow)

and dreams of "Crazy Luke".

DAY 3 — Rain all night, cloudy and

threatening today, no Lafayette. Are-

thusa Falls seem to be our only choice

and we set off; Chris and Mike com-

plain bitterly (they still want to climb

Lafayette). Good climb and lunch at

the bottom of the falls. Billy and John
prompt us into climbing to the top of

200-foot cliff to see the plunge. Water

low in stream so fall is not straight

plunge, but a maganificent sight none-

theless. Quick descent and drive to

local river to swim. Jack and George

ride rapids, soon all are trying it.

Charlie is reluctant at first but jumps
in enthusiastically, we all swim till blue

and shivering, but nonetheless re-

freshed. Back at our camp early, Peter

and Billy learn the consequences of

losing at poker. All are in high spirits

at dinner, Luke and Chris amaze all in

peach slurping, Briggs ends up with a

half dangling. Tony, Billy, and Neddy
show excellent form in the British

hand salute while Michael and John
give it their best effort. But Peter

triumphs as the true Englishman — an

extra cookie for him! Some Chase

members join campfire, then bed.

DAY 4 — Late rising, clean up and

breakfast, then on the road to Kieve.

Lunch at Mae's in North Conway and

back to camp, tired but happy.

SCHUYLER TILNEY

July 1 - July 4

Pemaquid River - North Bunker Hill

with Walter Morris, Stewart Ames
and John Seamans

Left camp early amidst much con-

fusion . . . whose tents are these? . . .

Are those all the canoes we get? . . .

Put in at the top of Pemaquid
Pond . . . Webby Pedrick tried to join

the trip as a stowaway ... A good
day's paddle brought us to our camp-

site, halfway down Biscay Pond . . .

First dinner an acclaimed success; how
does Lee Eppel eat that much? . . .

Twilight found Hank Phippen and

Brink Young frolicking in the

water . . . Awoke to clear skies . . .

quick departure to a long day . . .

After an hour's paddle we took out of

Biscay and portaged to RAPIDS! . . .

Hank and Bobby found the first set a

bit demanding . . . There goes the

"K" . . . Three hours later a very tired,

wet, but proud group of campers strag-

gled onto the Oselin's front lawn . . .

the air is full of talk of white water

and of the long sleep ahead . . . Up at

6:30 to beat the tide ... A quick

portage under threatening skies . . .

John's ingenuity saves Jonathan's

canoe from sinking . . . Allowance in

East Boothbay . . . How much can you
get for 70^? ... A tough paddle into

the wind got us to Fort Island in

record time . . . Walter forgot the

spoons and had to paddle to Boothbay
to buy some . . . Brink and Eliot dis-

covered an Osprey nest with an obser-

vation blind . . . Doug and Danny
sampled the water (quickly) . . . An
exotic beef stroganoff and Stewart's

ghost story left us in fine "spirits" . . .

Leisure morning waiting for the tide to

change . . . Sut, did you really see a

seal? ... With the tide and wind at our

backs, we sailed to Walkers' . . . J.G.,

George and Sut trailing and enjoying

the good life ... A fine experience

overall for a fine group of boys.

WALTER MORRIS

July 1 - July 4

Mount Katahdin - South Harris

with Bob Bishop, Fordy Stevens

and Peter Wickstead

Once upon a time in the land of

Katahdin, there lived two giants named
Claw and Herman who decided to find

out if South Harris boys still possessed

stamina, humor, and co-operation. Dis-

guising themselves well, one as a

stuffed friendly worm and the other as

an invisible hand (disguised indeed).
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the giants joined the safari led by
Peter, Fordy, and Bob, The extreme
fire danger in Baxter State Park re-

sulted in the closing of the western

camp sites and the overcrowding of

available eastern sites. Not to be

thwarted, we found a good campsite at

Debsconeag Deadwater.

While Bob got a fire permit, the

campsite was firmly established, the

boys had a swim, and supper was
prepared. The terrible trio of black fly,

mosquito, and no-seeum attacked in

great numbers but cheeseburgers de-

luxe and Betsy Rogers' blueberry pies

enabled most everybody to forget

about the flying demons.

A 4:30 reveille, breakfast, and drive

found us on the mountain at 8:20.

The route: Helon Taylor Trail to

Pamola, Knife Edge Trail to Baxter

Peak, Saddle Trail to Chimney Pond,

and Chimney Pond Trail to Roaring

Brook for a total distance just under

ten miles. Some instant flashbacks:

toiling up to Pamola where we were

rewarded by a magnificent view and
juicy oranges; Greg Penske attacking

the Knife Edge with one arm in a cast;

David Kissinger reaching the peak first;

no water on the plateau but the cold-

est imaginable a bit farther down; the

splendid wall of rock towering over

Chimney Pond; nine hours on the

mountain; and fourteen very proud
boys.

The Stevens spaghetti dinner was as

good as always. Late evening tent talk-

athons were interrupted by a sudden

storm that failed to blow down the

tents even though John Rodiger found
himself in a wind tunnel or was it all a

bad dream?
No-seeums struck at ^:00 a.m.,

moose walked through the campsite at

6:00 a.m., and a French toast and
bacon breakfast was served leisurely

later in the morning. Afterwards we
drove to Abol Slide which had more
water than we had expected. The slide

was fast, the water deliciously cool,

and all but Ed Stebbins managed to

avoid the dangerous slide.

Another beautiful evening enveloped

a delicious first by Chef Stevens —
beef Stroganoff. The promise of a cold

night sent everybody to bed for a good
sleep.

No need to ask Fordy and Bob
about Katahdin, but what about the

rest

Peter Wickstead — not bad;

Peter Pietra — fun . . . bugs were mur-
derous?

Donny Kennedy -- tiring and hurting

(the chiggers);

Tim Shenton — Abol Slide was loads

of fun;

Ed Stebbins — You do what you must
do and you do it well;

Will Schwalbe — Just looking at the

mountain from Chimney Pond and
knowing that we'd tackled it made
it all very much worthwhile;

Tom Stewart — a great trip except for

the bugs and lack of water;

John Rodiger — a great experience

until . . .

John Schneider — on the top and
bottom I realized why people climb

mountains;

Bill Gericke — all in all it was fun (no

bugs and more water)

;

Andy Wasserman — The view from the

top made the whole thing worth it;

Chris Young — a lot of fun, especially

Abol Slide;

Greg Penske — tough, beautiful, and
fun;

Jay Hilberts — Working for something

Ccin give you a great sense of satis-

faction when you're finished;

David Kissinger — Never have I been so

thirsty and weary as when we
climbed up the rocks; rarely have I

been so relieved as when I sipped

the cold stream water; never have I

felt more satisfied than when I

gazed back up at the mountain
from our comfortable campsite.

BOB BISHOP

July 3 - July 16

AUagash River - North Harris

with Frank Rutan, Tench Forbes,

Tom Fowler and Howard Phipps

1st Day — Long drive through

rain . . . Bugs and sun at put-in . . .

21-mile paddle to Gero Island . . .

Brown dogs . . . Papps and Neilson

cook dinner in the dark.
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2nd Day — 4th of July rest day . , .

Sunshine! . . . Gero Island singers

(Neilson, Vastine, Lee, Epstein, Kahrl,

Purvis) plan concert, concert can-

celled . . , Spaghetti dinner and bugs.

3rd Day — Up early . . . Cream o'

Wheat in fire . . . paddle, carry-over,

paddle, carry-over, paddle, MUD POND
PORTAGE! . . . Happy birthday, Greg

Hunter, portage is your birthday pres-

ent . . , Canoes and wannigans go

over ... sit back and watch the Camp
Medomak circus . . . Tench, Tom and

Frank have evening activity.

4th Day — Up late . . . drag down
rock garden ... Is that the campsite?

Is that the campsite? . . . Creamed
for dinner!

5th Day — Rest day and re-

supply . . . Mung raid . , . Wedgy war
on beach, Morrison big loser . . . Tench
leaves for supplies at 11, not back
until 10:30 p.m.! . . . Dark dinner, late

night.

6th Day — Another rest day.

7th Day — Paddle across Chamber-
lain Lake . . . Where are Papps and
Renneisen? . . . Carry over Lock
Dam . . . Tench and Frank get tin

crosses . . . Papps and Renneisen then

play merry-go-round . . . Sailed across

Eagle . . . Purvis, Lee, Kahrl and Wol-

ferth just beat storm to campsite . . .

Purvis ruins bannock . . . RAIN . . .

RAIN . . .

8th Day — Up early, well, some up
early . . . Late night paddle raid.

9th Day — Up early - everyone . . .

Paddle to get paddles . . . Chase's Car-

ry .. . Good fun, lousy weather . . .

Howard picks strawberries . . . Gordon
almost floats away . . . Ports and Morri-

son become permanent fixtures atop

rocks . . . Fruit war . . . Sail up to Long
Lake . . . rain, then a nice sunset.

10th Day — Tench up early, Frank
up late . . . Allagash stroke . . . Swim-
ming off bridge . . . Frank catches up,

but greedy Tench had taken the nicest

campsite . . . Purvis streaks (so

what!) . . . Frogs for breakfast.

11th Day — Early morning visit

from Tench . . . Scrape and bump
down river . . . Bobby Nichols gets a

free ride . . . Allagash Falls, rock climb-

ing and BUGS!

12th Day - Where's Gordon?! . . .

easy rapids ... St. John's stroke . . .

5:00 hurricane.

13th Day - Rest day . . . Kahrl

floats to Canada . . . Bob and Sally

arrive to load up . . . late night.

14th Day — Up early for long ride

back ... 9 hours . . . back on the

shores of lovely Lake Damariscotta.

FRANK RUTAN
and TENCH FORBES

July 7 - July 9

Pemaquid River - South Bunker Hill

with Schuyler Tilney, Kevin Hunter
and Steve Vastine

Ill-fated is not the word to describe

the second Pemaquid River trip of

South Bunker Hill, for the word does

not give a clear picture of the bad luck

that seemed to follow us throughout

this whole trip. Nevertheless, we all

enjoyed the trip tremendously, and re-

turned to camp tired but smiling.

DAY 1 - Cloudy, cold, wind
against us, but clear visibility on Pema-
quid Lake . . . An easy put-in without
hitches. Halfway down the lake: where
are the tents? Back at camp. Decided to

paddle to the end of lake and call

camp from there. Luke and Chris

demonstrated the "Kieve pry" and
slept behind their bowmen's backs,

reached a public campground around
one. Billy and David tried the fishing

grounds (and dropped the pole in the

water). Ah, well. Short paddle from
Pemaquid to Biscay Pond and to the

beach where tents, stove, and grill wait

— courtesy of Nancy P. and Walter M.
PB & J's on Biscay beach and short

rest hour, again into the wind. A beau-

tiful campsite tenting team of Phipps,

Allen, Rutherfurd and Minot break

into action. All are helpful — Tony
rebuilds the fireplace, Mike and Charlie

find firewood; Neddy, John, Patrick

and Briggs saw madly. All are happy
and thinking of dinner when bad luck

strikes again — Private Property, no
camping, we must change sites. Disap-

pointment and annoyance prevail, but
no one complains, and we change,

quickly setting up another camp and
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eating dinner. Fishing, camp fire, a

story and bed.

DAY 2 — Cloudy again as we set

off down the Pemaquid River, a mild

current and beautiful grasslands punc-

tuated by bird houses and beaver

dams. Suddenly low water and exposed
rocks — an exhilarating (but too short)

ride to the dam, a taste of rapids to

come. A short portage and put-in in

very fast water — almost losing John
Pirie and canoe in mid-stream. We start

off anew in very quick water, bumping
and scraping our way over and around
scores of rocks. Great sets of rapids

interrupted by totally quiet water,

beautiful scenery throughout. One last

series where Jack and Briggs almost

capsize, then the Osolins, a relaxing

lawn where everyone flops, wet and

tired from hopping in and out of

canoes, but forever smiling.

DAY 3 - Late breakfast and de-

parture as it is foggy and we have a

short day ahead. Pemaquid Harbor is

totally socked in — bad luck again.

Visibility 50 yards. We stop at the

entrance to St. John's Bay and decide

to wait before going on. Lunch and

fooling around; George and Neddy
triumph in a rock-skipping contest; we
all visit a nearby fort. By 3:00 the

weather is the same and the decision is

to give into Fate and pack up. Back to

a deserted camp.
SCHUYLER TILNEY

July 7 - July 14

Moose River Trip - South Harris

with Fordy Stevens, John Seamans,
and Peter Wickstead

A long car journey followed by a

short canoe paddle and we arrive at

the first campsite. Eddie Stebbins and

John Rodiger stage a clam fight.

Early start. IV2 mile paddle to port-

age landing. See a beaver. After 2V2

hours the portage is completed with

Donny Kennedy winning a fire battle

with the cooler. Does the CP. Railway
really mark halfway? After a tub — a

well-deserved rest.

The rest day is as well timed as the

portage. Large thunder storms at noon
and supper with incredible scenes on

the lake. The aquarium provokes con-

troversy and the adventures of Eddy
Stebbins liven up a dull day.

First day on the Moose. Chris

Young loses three Hershey bars. Swim
in the first rapids after they had been
successfully taken. Pack into campsite

at Holeb Falls . . . "I'm tired, I'm

Jay" . . . Bedtime story the epic adven-

tures in verse of Sam Magee and Dan
Magrew.

Set out in rain to Attean Falls.

Three sets of rapids all successfully

taken. A slippery landing starring

David Kissinger.Tim Shenton's birthday

and bumps. An all-in wrestling fight

sorts out the contrariness acquired dur-

ing the day and gives the 'class' a field

day.

Paddle lengthily across Attean and
Wood Pond. Refreshments at Jackman.
David Kissinger, a very sickly child!!?

A canoe was along the moose. Sub-

marines played after the buggy camp-
site had been reached.

Will Schwalbe makes it the second

birthday in three days. Paddle across in

the rain to Mayor of Long Pond and

his sauna, Andy Wasserman "it's nice

to have four walls around you," Beef-

burgers brought by the Linkers were

cooked by John Schneider. In the eve-

ning Bill Gericke's tent loses to David

Kissinger's in a very clean debating

contest.

Monday back to camp and Greg
Penske who missed a wet but thor-

oughly enjoyable trip.

PETER WICKSTEAD

July 9 - July 12

North Bunker Hill - Katahdin

(Debsconeag Deadwater)

with John Pedrick, Sandy Buck,

Christ Bensley and Elisha Lee

6:00 sausage and pancake break-

fast . . . uneventful trip to the Dead-

water . . . our arrival was awaited by
billions of black flies prompting end-

less discussions of the merits of Cutters

versus Woodsman . . . Adamson and

Bailey were the tent experts, Dan
Thompson rebuilt the fireplace, Bobby
Knowles stood on Bucky to string up
the tarp. First afternoon: touch foot-
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ball, capture the flag, exploring and a

swim off the rocks. Dinner, campfire,

early to bed.

Second Day: foggy morning, trip

into Baxter and the ranger's suggestion

to climb South Turner instead of

Katahdin. Four bull moose in Sandy
Stream Pond at the base of the climb

got us off to a good start. Whew, what
a mountain, but even the councilors

made it. A wonderful rocky summit
with a brief view of Katahdin next

door — excellent lunch — fog — mist —
and brief glimpses of the valleys

around us. A rocket hike back to the

base at Roaring Brook and back to

Debsconeag and a swim. Leo, Young,
Allen, Sutphin and Thompson are all

water rats! Lee Eppel is now known as

"Lep" and deserves a great deal of

credit for his climbing in spite of his

car sickness. Everyone this afternoon is

hiding in tents and the van to get away
from the bugs — occasionally Leo
screams at the bugs, but that does no
good, Dan Bliss quietly lives with the

situation. Eli cut his hand on this

afternoon — Phippen and crew

swapped all of the latest jokes and a

special ham dinner with potatoes Bens-

ley, followed by popcorn and ghost

stories round out the day.

Third Day: still foggy with no sign

of the mountains around us, but a

three-mile hike is in order for those

not swimming. Detective Rivkin fol-

lowing footprints finds the group while

El Heher holds forth on some recent

T.V. movies.

The Pedrick - Bliss orange catch

becomes a huge game of camper rugby
using Buckie's sand-filled sock as the

ball — George Thornton crashing

through — rugby rules - Adam son

stops the goal run of Bensley —
Phippen gets wet — J.G. attempts an

outside sweep — Thompson tackles —
fearless Young is everywhere — El

Heher barrels forward - finally Buck
and Bensley get wet and all go for

another swim. Dinner — campfire

down on the point with Hersheys and
marshmallows — to bed!

Fourth day: early morning v/ith a

council "Rise and Shine" . . . fried eggs

(sort of) and the hope of a 10:30

departure. This group works so well

together that we are on the road by
9:30. Lunch at McD.'s in Waterville —
a stop at Bunker Hill Church and the

end of a great trip with a terrific group

of campers.

JOHN R. PEDRICK

July 10- July 11

Loud's Island - South Glenayr

with The Linkers, Shippen Bright

and Len Murray

The day of the trip dawned dark

and gloomy and on our way to Mus-
congus it began to drizzle. We loaded

the Snow Goose and the skies opened
up and everyone headed for the cars

and cover. We sat for a good twenty

minutes, while it rained, wondering if

we should scratch the trip. Suddenly
there was a break in the clouds and it

looked like the weather was changing

for the better, so off we went.

Perhaps it was a bad decision for

the weather never did improve but the

trip did have some highlights such as:

Len Murray's rowing skills which en-

abled us to get gear and selves over to

Louds . . . Chris Richardson's cake

meeting with ill fate ... A quick

plunge in the cold surf by Tim Wike,

Dana Morse, Mike Bent, David Steiger,

Peter Stabler, Jason Leo and several

other brave souls . . . Clamming in the

evening with Judy and Eric Linker,

Chris Davis and John Theodora-
copulos ... A werewolf story by Ship-

pen (imaginative) Bright and how
about those steamed crabs we ate by
fire and flashlight . . .

The trip ended Friday morning, a

day early, after Bob Linker and Ship-
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pen Bright made a daring rescue of the

Snow Goose which had drifted halfway

home. In an attempt to make up for

the washout the Linkers had "The
Group" down to their house for a

spaghetti dinner that evening. The eve-

ning can be remembered by Todd
D'Alessandro's gkitinous appetite, T.V.,

frizbee throwing, hammock swinging,

David Coolidge's description of his

boat and Ford Wilgis' smile after a

good meal.

JUDY LINKER

July 10 - July 12

Camden Hills - North Glenayr

with Walter Morris, Stewart Ames
and Paul Baur

Set off early Thursday morning for

the demanding Mt. Battle and the chal-

lenging Mt. Megunticook. Who forgot

the rope and pitons? No tarp rope

proved to be no problem as Chris and
Henry graciously donated their own
string. A quick lunch and we were off

to conquer Battle. What do you mean
the only path up is a paved road?

Having reached the summit, we were
all treated to a breathtaking view of

fog over Camden harbor . . . John &
Gary learned of the merits of not

throwing pebbles at people you don't

know. A rapid descent led by big Bill

and we were ready for a meal of

hamburgers Begien and salad Baur.

Peter and Jamie meet Camp Naomi at

the waterfront . . . GIRLS?! Awoke to

pouring rain . . . All right, who's going

to make breakfast? A long morning, as

we waited for the rain to leave. How
about a squzire dance with Naomi? The
ranger arrived with the weather re-

port . . . more rain. Spent the after-

noon in bustling Camden . . . Fred 8c

Walter saw a rare six-string banjo.

Randy & Chris set off in search of a

bakery. The rain lets up and a

spaghetti dinner par excellence bloats

all bellies, even Henry's! Ghost stories

follow, featuring Dr. Von Heedon,
More Rain! Who's going to make
breakfast? French toast is good but

not with rain bouncing in your plate.

Everyone crammed into the car and

Walter's tent, the only two dry places

left. When is Nancy going to come?
Craig stands in the rain with Stewart
and Paul. FINALLY, the truck ap-

pears. Wet but happy, we return to

Kieve; a trip we all will remember.
WALTER MORRIS

July 11 - July 21

Aroostook River - Senior Campers
with Bill McCook and Henry Kennedy

7/11 - Up at 5:30. Breakfast at six

and out of camp by 6:30. Six-hour

truck ride to a bridge outside of

Oxbow where we put into Millinocket

Stream. The stream was very shallow

because it had not rained for three

weeks. Dragged most of the way to

our campsite which was located at the

bottom of both the Millinocket and
Munsungun streams which form the

Aroostook River. The bugs there were
terrible. "Why don't all these lousy

little bugs die?" The afternoon was
spent reading, swimming, fishing, and
card-playing. A good dinner was ac-

companied by Chris Wolferth and his

Hare Krishna Orchestra.

7/12 — Campers up voluntarily at

5:15. No one could sleep because the

zippers on the tent flaps were broken

and the midget flies could get through

the mosquito netting. The most badly

bitten victim was Bob Habgood. The
day was spent dragging up Munsungun
Stream. We reached our campsite at

2:30, and after a quick tub, most of a

very tired group took a nap. The only

notable event of the afternoon was
Dave Clark cutting his wrist on a can

lid. Bed followed an excellent spaghetti

dinner.

7/13 — Rising. Dragged and paddled

to Munsungun Falls, made a quick

portage around them and paddled up
into Munsungun Lake. After reaching a

campsite at 2:30, there was a debate

about whether or not to move to

another campsite. We finally decided

to stay. During the afternoon, George

Lake and Jon Eaton caught two turtles

and twenty enormous bullfrogs. A
7:30 dinner and bed.

7/14 — Rest Day. Most went for a

tub and all washed their clothes. Bill
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McCook, Billy Adams, and Chris

Morris had the first of many games of

Sergeant Major. The trip leader won,

Sam Thayer and Billy Adams displayed

their skill with wood and made pipes,

as did Jon Eaton who made a knife.

Dinner complete with some great Doug
Burden gingerbread ended the day.

7/15 — Rest Day. Many complaints

to whoever is in charge of weather.

Rain, Sun, Rain, Sun, We paddled over

to the opposite shore in hopes of

climbing a small mountain, but pouring

rain aborted the mission, A great deal

of the afternoon was spent playing

twenty questions. A terrific macaroni

dinner and off to bed.

7/16 — Beautiful day. Not a cloud

to be seen. Dragged and paddled down
Munsungun Stream. We reached the

campsite by 3:30 and went swimming.
(Hen Kennedy and George Lake
reached the campsite long before the

rest with a questionable amount of

weight in their canoe. The sun claimed

a number of victims of whom the

reddest was Greg Heher. A fine dinner

of Bush Hash and bed,

7/17 — Another beautiful day.

Dragged and paddled up Millinocket

Stream into Millimagasset Lake, Ran
into a group of Boy Scouts who were

paddling downstream. Reached our

campsite, a beautiful island, by 12:30,

We set up camp, ate lunch, and spent a

nice lazy afternoon. Dinner was fol-

lowed by conversation around the

campfire which somehow resulted in a

debate over gun control. The fiercest

debaters were Dave Peters and Chris

Wolferth. Bill McCook, Henry Ken-
nedy, and George Lake went for

moonlight swim, and sleep followed

shortly.

7/18 - Rest Day. Spent mostly

swimming and reading, A small group

paddled over to a cabin on the lake,

made friends with the natives and bor-

rowed molasses. A rather uneventful

day was brought to a close by a great

ham dinner, some peculiar antics

around the campfire and bed.

7/19 - Rest Day. We made an
excursion in the direction of Milli-

nocket Lake but had to cut it short in

order to be back in time for lunch. It

wasn't in vain, for we found an enor-

mous patch of raspberries. We had a

bug running about the campsite, as

Steve Hornblow, Chris Wolferth, Chris

Morris, and Doug Burden felt sick.

After dinner and some gospel music,

Chris Wolferth fell in the water and

cut his hand. Dr. McCook taped it up
and we went to bed.

7/20 — Dragged and paddled down
Millinocket Stream and at lunch we
finally hit the Aroostook River. We
made our campsite by 3:30. We had a

terrific spaghetti dinner (which to

Richard Schaedle's delight contained

no green peppers) and went to bed.

7/21 — Up at 5:00 and welcomed
by gray skies. Fortunately, the rain

held off until after we broke camp. A
two-hour paddle and we took out at

Oxbow.
CHRIS MORRIS

July 28 - August 1

Debsconeag Deadwater -

North Bunker Hill

with John Pedrick, Tench Forbes,

Kevin Hunter and Chris Bensley

Off after breakfast — to the Dead-

water by 2:00 — set up camp, wood
details — J.G. rebuilds the fireplace —
Eddie catches the first fish — cheese-

burgers, clean-up, ghost stories &: pop-

corn — all amidst the threat of rain.

Day 2 — After eggs and rolling tents

we are off to Baxter State Park — a

stop on the road for the quail family
— an excellent climb of South Turner
Mountain — straight up! Chris Lick-

dyke carried the pack 2/3 of the way
up. A spectacular view from the top

with strong, cold winds. The climbing

lunch is a big hit, but the biggest hit

of the climb is the huge bull moose
just off the trail as we start down —
how did he get all of the way up here

to the top of the mountain? Cary
snapping pictures and a quick trip

down the mountain. Back to the camp-
site — a short rest — wood detail and a

strong wind. Kevin's cake in the re-

flector oven with ash icing — every-

body has ideas about how the

spaghetti should be made. Frankie

Kaul walloping again!? The wind died,
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the clouds cleared and the sunset radi-

ated pink to the clouds and turned

Katahdin and surrounding mountains
purple. Paddling in canoes in the sun-

set, a swim and the mountains looming

huge and clear at the edge of the

Deadwater.

Day 3 — Late sleep — pancakes and
flapjacks — the flotilla on the lake by
10:30. Off to the rapids and the Deb-

sconeag Falls. Dragging up the rapids

and on up to the falls which Tench
and Kevin decide not to shoot. Back at

the rapids — wait a minute — is that

Pedrick and Kaul going down back-

wards?! Rodiger and Lickdyke hit a

rock and as Rodiger turns to wave
good-bye to the rock, over they

go. ..! J.G. and Donny to the rescue

and campcraft training comes in

handy. Everyone shooting the rapids in

life preservers and on logs — what is

J.G. doing out there in the middle of

the lake? George Woodruff ate a goat's

share of cheese at lunch. Court has a

craving for raisins and the seals per-

form for the remaining few. After

more swimming we shoved off for the

First Debsconeag Lake and found a

strangely deserted campsite. Chris

Richards and Bensley led the pack back

to the site. More swimming off the

rocks before dinner — "Spanky's gang"

is ended and the wood detail goes out.

Frankie Kaul walloping again!? After

dinner, Gary caught a log, Chris Lick-

dyke caught nothing and we all went
swimming again. A visit from the

wardens, supposedly checking fire per-

mits, and hot chocolate and marsh-

mallows ended a great day.

Day 4 — After a night of moose
outside of the council tent, a violent

lightning and thunder storm and heavy
rain, the day broke warm, hazy, and
beautiful. Off after breakfast to Abol
Slide and great fun. Johnny Rodiger
showed us how it was done and Eddie

Gardiner liked it so much that he

completely wore out the seat of his

bathing suit. Donny wins honors for

the best belly slides. Court for the

most terrified expression, Gary for the

greatest glee, and all of us had fun.

Back to camp and then off down river

toward Passamagamet Falls where there

were two more sets of rapids for

shooting and swimming. After dinner

the strange and frightening story of

Fred Knowles unfolds and we all make
an effort to survive our last night on
the Deadwater.

Day 5 — Up early, we all survived,

Frank Rutan arrived shortly after

10:00 and we are ready to leave after

a terrific time. The traditional stop at

McD.'s in Bangor and then back to

camp which always looks good.

JOHN R. PEDRICK
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July 29 - July 31

Loud's Island - South Glenayr

with Dick Kennedy, Bob Bishop,

Elisha Lee, John Seamans
and Stephen

This was my first trip, and I was
really looking forward to riding on the

Snow Goose and sleeping in a tent. It

was a very hot day when I set out

with my Daddy, Uncle Dick, John
Seamans, and Elisha and the South
Glenayr boys for Muscongus Harbor.

The boat was all loaded when I got

there, and I decided to sit up front

because that's where all the boys
wanted to sit — so it must be fun, and
it was. We used the Gosling (that's the

dory that the big boat tows) to get all

the packs, pots, and people ashore.

Can you carry a wannagan? I can't;

they're very heavy and hold all the

food. Everybody got their feet wet,

but it was OK because we had our wet
sneakers on and that's what you're

supposed to do.

Boy, you should have seen the neat

fireplace that Uncle Dick made right

down on the beach, but not too far

down because you have to watch out

for the tide. John, Elisha, and Daddy
set up the tents and the boys started

using the big clam rakes. I helped get

some clams in my blue bucket. Mike
Bent, Steve Shuster and Joe Dowling
helped me. Next we had lunch. I

didn't have to take a nap because this

is a trip and anyway we were going to

take a long walk and pick raspberries

and blueberries. Do you like them? I

do, and I eat most of the ones that I

pick. Luckily not everybody does that

so we had lots for a cake. I got a

shoulder ride up to the other end of

the island where Dick's house is. We
made some arrow signs in the dirt to

show the way in case some boy came
after us; we didn't want anybody to

get lost. I think Charlie did, but he
wasn't worried, and anyway my Daddy
found him when he walked back while
the rest of us got a ride back on the

Snow Goose.

Do you like to throw skipping

stones? All the boys do, and I do too

because I'm a boy. We threw stones

while supper was getting ready. We had

good hamburgers. Then my Daddy
made a big bonfire out on the rock.

When it got smaller, it was fun to roast

marshmallows and tell stories. Uncle

Dick told a really good one which
Sean (Sean Sablosky, not my brother)

helped finish. I didn't hear the end
because I had to go to the bank; I was
a little bit nervous about that because

I like a regular potty best. Tents are

fun. I slept with Mark, Sean, Tony,
Joseph, and Daddy. Tony put a rubber

snake in Uncle Dick's sleeping bag and
you should have heard him yell.

I had a good sleep. While breakfast

was being made, we got lots of clams

and watched a real clam fisherman at

work. After washing all the plates, we
got into the Snow Goose and had a

ride into Round Pond where we got to

spend our allowance. It was so hot. I

bought some root beer because I was
thirsty. Then we went back to the

boat and had lunch and rode out to

Dick's house. Some of the boys swam
in the cold water; I went ashore and
picked raspberries. That reminds me of

the cake which we had last night.

Elisha really made a good one.

When we got back to the campsite,

it was time for me to swim. So did the

boys. What a supper — steamed clams,

spaghetti, and popcorn at the bonfire

— that's all I remember. Elisha told a

scary story about old bones, but I

went off to my tent to get into my
pajamas.

It was lots of fun finding crabs and
starfish the next morning. Chris, David,

Perry, and Peter were good at this.

Ken and John found some too. Pretty

soon the Snow Goose came to take us

home. I was sad to leave but I liked

seeing my Mommy and Sean and Keith

and Eric. I really like trips, but I was
lucky to have so much sunshine and all

the boys were really good to me.

STEPHEN BISHOP

July 29 - August 1

White Mountains II - North Glenayr
with Schuyler Tilney, Shippen Bright,

Len Murray and Peter Wickstead

DAY ONE — Usual last minute
preparations — "are we sure we have
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the tents this time?" We're off! Peter

and I play a guessing game with the

kids in the van; Gary is sharp with

questions. John R. presses for answers,

but Timmy figures it out and earns a

Hershey bar. Fluffernutters by Moose
Pond (seconds? thirds? fourths?!) and
onwards, and onwards. And onwards!

Finally, the Chase's property in Little-

ton, New Hampshire. Quick huddle, we
all break into action. Freddy, Timmy
and Simon pitch the tents, Andy and
Roddy search for firewood, David
works on the fireplace, all are active

and camp is set. Deluxe cheeseburgers

a la Bright for dinner, surprise ice

cream for dessert (I thought we were

supposed to have angel's food cake

tonight, Peter) Campfire, William

Barrel and to bed. Watch out for the

bears, gang.

DAY TWO - Clear, beautiful and
sunny. Quick breakfast (Stoner heard

bears all night) and off to Tuckerman's
Ravine at Pinkham Notch. Billy and
Gary almost run up the mountain in

excitement, Richard is not far behind.

Fantastic views as we get higher, easy

climb and we are to the top in no
time. Lunch by an ice cold stream, rest

period; Chris, Jamie, David and Billy

tear off, di-agging Shippen behind

them. But all are down quickly. A
short stop at Glen Ellis Falls, before

we head for the lower Amonoosuc
River. Great looking slides, everyone is

in the water quickly. Jimmy does the

dog paddle to stay up, Brian is

dunked, Richard feels his way down
gingerly, David disappears but comes
up laughing, Chris cannot stop smil-

ing . . . No one can get enough but we
must head back — maybe again tomor-

row. Back at our camp, cooks hit the

grill, soccer players fool around in the

field, and card sharks play in the tents.

Spaghetti and British hand salutes. Si is

proclaimed an expert, Roddy does a

superb job but Brian and John Y. are

the best of all the rest for amusement!
Popcorn and "The Ship Titzinic,"

"Charlie on the MTA," a Lion Hunt, a

story, then bed.

DAY THREE - Another beautiful

day, late breakfast and short drive to

Arethusa Falls. 40-minute pleasant

climb; Jamie demonstrates the perils of

a wet trail. Lunch at the foot of the

falls, cooled by the spray, Jimmy and
Andy want to climb to the top and we
are all pressured into it. Then a quick

descent, excited by the prospect of

another swim, and back to the Amon-
oosuc. Len "oohs" and "ahs" his way
down, John R. goes full blast, Timmy
is still a wet dog and Chris is still

smihng. John Y. prefers the deep pools

this go-round, Freddy gets lost in the

white water, Brian has an extra long

ride. But alas we must shove off and
depart sad but beaming. Beef with a

special dash of seasoning as Peter tried

another meal. Everyone holds their

breath (remembering the angel's food

cake) but one by one approve. Then
fun with the arrows before the Hunch-
back of Pasquaney and bed.

DAY FOUR - Late rising and de-

licious pancakes. Stoner goes for a long

bomb . . . and drops it. Jamie makes
several expert catches, Gary is chicken,

Richard passes number six, Freddy

decides he'll have just one more. Then
breakdown of camp and departure.

Lunch at Mac's in North Conway and

so to Kieve.

SCHUYLER TILNEY

July 20 - August 2

Rangeley Region - South Bunker Hill

with Sandy Buck, Walter Morris

and Stewart Ames

Easy drive to Cupsuptic Lake

through absolutely beautiful country.

Swim off the bridge. Short paddle to

Birch Island. Brad Thompson romps
through the girls' camp, ".

. . not old

enough . .
.!" Good burgers thanks to

our bernzomatic propane stove. No,

Donny, you can't have fifths! A good

night's sleep for an early rise.

Another fine day — up early, calm

lake paddle to the big white house,

then wind. Eldon and Sandy go to get

supplies in Oquossoc. Arrive at Birch

Point, Boy Scout tower and dock greet

us. Swim, bomb the milk jug with

rocks, finally lunch. Afternoon spent

canoe flipping and jousting — "Hey,

Luke, you want to get that canoe!"
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Jack, Peter Clough and Brad build a

raft, compliments of our Boy Scout

boardwalk. A tasty dinner of spaghetti

a la Richards and Scott. Still hungry?

O.K., popcorn and cocoa later. The
legend of Chief Azizchohos, then to

the huts.

Today, semi-rest day. Short paddle

to Stoney Batter Point. No paddle, no

work for Timmy. Set camp, lunch,

then off to Oquossoc for some gunk.

Back to the campsite for more swim-

ming, canoeing, etc. Dave and Chris

loved the water. Later that evening

Drummer preached his theory of the

end of the world. Another good dinner

with a new addition, BAM pie, (Eggs

and mashed potatoes, fried, watch out

MacDonalds!) toasted marshm allows,

then another early-to-bed.

This morning we had a choice,

either pea-soup fog or hurricane winds!

We chose the fog, "Hey, where are we
anyway!?" We zig-zagged our way up
Mooselooknieguntic and Cupsuptic.

Peter Laventis had a compass, and our

council, well-versed in all aspects of

campcraft, faked it, and finally got up
to Birch Island. We are not from
Kieve, we're borrowing these canoes.

Kieve people know how to read a

compass and navigate canoes. Fincdly

arrived at Birch Island again, the fog

lifted, the wind picked up, and another

clear day evolved. It was a scorcher so

all went to the Bridge. Neddy does a

one and a half flip — how's the shoul-

der? Sandy and Stewart went to get

meat for the stroganoff meal, but

Sandy's car cried. This left the two
noble councillors with an 8-mile hike,

and Walter with 15 screaming cherubs.

Walter told the cat man story, Peter

told his stories, then to bed. "Don't
scratch yourself Perkins, or I'll tie you
up!"

Up and out by nine, pickup after

another dive off the bridge. 105° in

Augusta — good day for a drive

home!! This obviously wasn't Pugsley

Nelson's type of weather, as he seemed
a bit pooped!
A really super trip for the boys and

councillors. Sometime this winter in

Bob Linker's math class — we will

daydream of the beauty of the moun-

tains and lakes of the Rangeley Re-

gion.

SANDY BUCK

August 5 - August 9

White Mountains Back-packing -

North Bunker Hill

with John Pedrick, Schuyler Tilney,

Paul Baur and John Seamans

Day 1 — 10:00 departure from

camp and the drive across Maine under

beautiful skies — fluffemu tters for

lunch: "thirds, fourths, fifths on sand-

wiches" — a stop at Cold River A.M.C.
for the fire permit — searching for the

warden — off to Wild River Camp-
ground which is full. Back to Hastings

CO. and the site by Evans Brook.

Early to bed, but kept awake by Court
and David doing "Help me, Rhonda"
in the middle of the night — pot
walloping for them.

Day 2 — Up early, giving out the

food — "who got all of the Bisquick?"
— "Are we really going to eat all of

the dehydrated food?" — "Dehydrated
plums — ich!" Heavy packs and light

humor, we head back to Wild River

C.G. and off for three nights and four

days in the mountains! Easy walking at

first, but are we really going to carry

these heavy packs up the mountains?
Schuyler is psyched — J.G. sets the

pace — Donny and John find out how
hard it is to fall with a pack on your
back — Cary: "May we take a break

now?" Everyone: "How much
farther?" Finally a lunch break —
David, John,, Eddie, and George went
swimming in the deep pool by the

huge granite rocks and then on up the

Moriah Brook trail to the Imp Moun-
tain A.M.C. shelter which is already

full with a very strange group. How-
ever, we found level ground for our

tents with Mark and George off in the

boondocks with John and Eddie. Joel

and Robin arrive and borrow a tent —
"Is your name Chris?" — "Is this really

chicken stew?" The skies threaten and
the view of the mountains and Gorham
is spectacular. Tired legs and hours of

"kick the stick" — a story by Schuyler

about a woman with ants in her ear.

To bed. The one thing we don't want
is rain!
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Day 3 — RAIN! Everything and
everybody is sopped during the night

— what to do? Everything is too wet
to carry, sleeping bags weigh twice the

usual weight and spirits are down.
Schuyler and John head back down
the six miles to Wild River to get the

cars and Paul and I fight the wet to

try to break camp and cook the oat-

meal. Finally we head down the

Stoney Brook trail to Gorham — a

mud slide most of the way — wiping

out — heavy rain — whistling the

theme from "Bridge Over the River

Kwai" — the camp van and Dunkin
Donuts meet us at the bottom. Back
to Hastings and the same campsite, and

the lost tent pole! A long afternoon of

qualification on the knifery range —
Frankie is still laughing — El is in a

grey funk — numerous blisters and
everything is still wet — what are those

lumps in the dinner? Dinner took a

while to cook, but Paul had a good
time — butterscotch pudding and hot

chocolate in the dark — musical tents

— more rain — to bed.

Day 4 — More rain — hard and
steady all night — again wet sleeping

bags in the morning — the decision to

drive back to camp is almost finalized

when the rain slowed to a drizzle and

the sky began to clear. A quick change
of plans — the wettest things are hung
out to dry and we headed off for Glen
Ellis Falls. We had an excellent view of

the clearing mountains and endless

stories about "when I climbed Mt.

Washington." Back to Hastings for

lunch and then off to Emerald Pool.

"Schuyler, are you sure this is the

right trail?" Court: "May I swim in my
underwear?" and finally the arrival at

the pool. It's at least a twenty-foot

jump, John Rodiger hams it up,

Schuyler does his act, Donny forgets

the height and dives, Eddie gets special

permission to swim, Gary says his word
each time he jumps, David Craig can't

get enough — Mark shivers, and we had
a great time! Back for a rest period,

George practices getting run over on
the front of the camp van, and Lick-

dyke lost his brains on the windshield.

More rehydrated-dehydrated food for

dessert (raspberry cobbler the favorite),

running bases, a story, and to bed on a

dry night.

Day 5 — Thanks to Paul, John and

Schuyler, the pancakes are superb! The
site was dismantled and we were on
the road by 10:30. The stop at McD.'s

and the return to camp. We all had a

great time although we didn't com-
pletely fulfill our back-packing aspira-

tions. How about next year boys?

Thanks again!

JOHN R. PEDRICK

August 6 - August 10

Fort Island - North Glenayr

with Frank Rutan, Kevin Hunter

and Peter Wickstead

1st Day — Leave camp in no hurry.

Catch correct tide at Walker's. All

right, who wants to be a sternman? D.

Kline ideal Mojo. Everyone plays musi-

cal canoes. How far have we gone? Ask
Kevin. Sunshine down the river. B.

Bailey and company fall behind. A.

Morrow forced into being a sternman.

Lunch on a rock in middle of river. G.

O'Leary wants fourths. Nibbles doesn't

want any. Clouds move in, we push

on. R. Bell spots seal in river — nature

is all around, boys! Make camp at Fort

Island Country Club for lost and way-
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ward cherubs. F. Begien and J. York
want to sleep in council tent. Nice try.

R. Coolidge, Morrow, and T. Lord are

forced to sleep in council tents. C.

Sherrill leads firewood patrol, everyone

helps. Hamburgers and Cheeseburgers

for din-din. J. Gowen doesn't want
cheese but would like his medium rare

— Anything else? Is this "eatable"?

Huge pie slices a la Betsy Rogers for

dessert, Wickstead learns what apple

pie means to us Americans. Tell us a

story, Frank. Rains come and it's off

to bed. Third tent mafia, Weatherill —
O'Leary makes noise until dawn. RAIN.

2nd Day — Rain, cold. Rain, cold.

Breakfast and everyone cleans up.

Canoe war keeps everyone wet, as if

the rain didn't do it anyway. Pea soup

and chicken salad for lunch. More rain

and rest period. Wickstead leads tour

of Island, J. Renneisen can't decide

what to do. Dinner is plenty of spa-

ghetti. Dessert is gingerbread — well,

was gingerbread, right, Peter? 2nd An-
nual Fort Island Mudflats Baseball

Classic is rained out. Fire down on
rocks, everyone off to their tents —
tell us a story, Frank.

3rd Day — Trip leader and J. Stone
take off for Damariscotta in Rain and
Wind. Everyone else stays behind and
waits for tide to change. Breakdovm of

camp, and rain lets up temporarily.

Pickup in E. Boothbay. Back to camp
for hot showers. Everyone a heck of a

lot happier to be at camp than out at

Rain Island. When are you going to

take us to Round Top?
FRANK RUTAN

August 6 - August 10

Moose River - South Bunker Hill

with Fordy Stevens, Tench Forbes,

Tom Fowler and Stewart Ames

5:30 rising; with eyes half shut, a

quick French Toast and bacon break-

fast; packed and off by 6:30; 5 hour
drive with stop to pick up Frank
Strassburger; 20-mile dirt road into

Holeb; not many people, fairly quiet

start; signs of low water and everyone
running aground; Neddy Davis' laugh

and Brad Thompson's Flee, FleeFly,

FleeFlyFlow; which way do we go?

traffic jam in stream just before V4-mile

portage; 25 other people from Hojo
Boy Scouts to family groups EEEPL!!!

J.G. showed everyone who stopped at

the portage how to get across; all gear

over in 1 hour; Best campsite of the

bunch and a beautiful leisurely dinner;

awake to see Hojo's canoe adrift; quick

packing and off to Attean; drag over

Rapids, leaving, as Tench puts it,

"enough aluminum to make another

canoe," on the rocks.

Followed Hojo's down the river

aways catching up and having to wait

and rest then do it all over again;

pulled into Attean Falls at noon; lunch

and play; swimming in the falls; bruises

and sore (beeps); froganauts and camp-
ernauts ride the rapids; stories of

Franklin Zeiner and Grizzly Bears; rest

day; Tim Richards tries his hzind at

pancakes; resting, sunning, swimming,
and playing for the rest of the day; off

to Frank's place; lake paddling at last,

is this the lake we have to cross?? No,

it's just a portage! Allowance in Jack-

man; Fights down the River; ramming
speed; Eldon Scott tries a surprise at-

tack; Luke Allen's and Jack Ruther-

furd's screams of flipping at the beach;

rest and Sauna at Frank's house; chick-

en barbeque for dinner; flag and an

after dark paddle back to the campsite;

broken car but safely back to Camp
after stopping at Mac's.

FORDY STEVENS
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TUESDAY, JUNE 24, 1975 WEDNESDAY, JUNE 25, 1975

The arrival day for the campers for

the Fiftieth Anniversary season of

Kieve shown forth crystal clear — a

perfect Maine day! Gary O'Leary was
the first camper to arrive; actually he

arrived the day before with his gear

and then, along with his father, was a

breakfast guest.

As counselors, carpenters and

plumbers worked on completing the

last two cabins, cars began to arrive.

By lunch time a dozen campers had
already inspected the new cabins, the

reconditioned sailboats and the new
all-weather surface on the tennis courts

(when will the nets go up?). The
Senior Campers entered "old" Bunker
Hill to find the walls paneled and the

building wired for sound — a refrigerat-

or, too!

The bus arrived at 6:45 with Dick
and the rest of the campers, and fol-

lowing dinner, we enjoyed a sing-along

in Innisfree led by Bill McCook and
Walter Morris. Bob Linker then talked

on the meaning of Kieve and the Caril-

lons played their first evening songs. A
tired group of boys and counselors

sang their first Kieve song, gave forth a

strong cheer and were off to bed.

Kieve 1975 is underway!

BOB LINKER

After the heat of yesterday, the

cool morning and breeze were a relief

for the first full day of camp, 1975.

After breakfast there was a brief in-

spection to make certain that the boys

were all squared away in the new
cabins. South Glenayr was the neatest

campers area, but lost to North Harris,

housed in North Glenayr until their

cabin is finished, because of an over-

sight in the head bunkhouse coun-

selor's quarters. The main order of the

morning was the Island Swim for the

new boys. While everyone on the

waterfront soaked up a great deal of

sun, the following twenty-nine boys
completed their swim: David Coolidge,

Jason Leo, Dana Morse, Peter Stabler,

Ford Wilgis, Craig D'Alessandro, Henry
Klingemen, George Nichols, Philipp

Pietra, Jimmy Tyack, Randy Wilgis,

Mike Jackson, J. G. Allen, Doug
Bailey, Daniel Bliss, Leo Eppel, Bobby
Knowles, Hank Phippen, Sut Sutphin,

George Thornton, Bill Gericke, Jay Hil-

berts, Peter Pietra, Eddie Stebbins,

Tom Stewart, Chris Young, Miles Ep-

stein, John Papps, and our new senior

camper, Jonathan Eaton. During the

Island Swim those new boys who
weren't in the water were given a tour

of the Kieve acreage while the old
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boys played town ball and had activ-

ities.

During rest period after lunch the

cabins worked on their skits for eve-

ning activities, weighed in at the in-

fiimary with Judy Linker and bought
goodies at the camp store from Nancy
Pedrick.

The afternoon consisted of two ac-

tivity periods, many of which centered

around the waterfront. In Archery
both Peter Creighton and Chris Rich-

ardson were off to a strong start on
their qualifications by achieving their

White Arrows.

The evening activity was a series of

skits which were impressive in their

originality. South Glenayr did a por-

trayal of "Bonnie and Clyde," North
Glenayr a take-off on the "Juice

Cruise," South Bunker Hill a monster
skit and restaurant parody. North
Bunker Hill a modern day Cinderella,

South Harris a take-off on the Holly-

wood Squares, and North Harris did an

evening at the Pier (we think). It was
all good fun and it is terrific to have

camp in full swing and the hill jumping
with activity again.

JOHN r: pedrick

THURSDAY, JUNE 26, 1975

Another beautiful Maine day. Tim
Wike raised the flag, and we rushed to

Pasquaney for our first pancake break-

fast, complete with traditional flipping.

Fishing licenses were ordered for the

teen crowd, and we left for the first

regular duties, mostly cleaning up with

emphasis on the waterfront area.

During morning activities, Todd
D'Alessandro, Chris Richardson, Jamey
Hebb, John Renneisen, Andy Wasser-

man, Chris Minot, and John Pirie swam
the island; the senior campers had a

first aid clinic with Judy Linker; North
Harris gave Tench a hard time; and
Billy Dohrmann, Briggs Cherry, and
Pete Margaritis found a frog that made
Mark Twain's leaper seem like a tad-

pole.

Highlights of the afternoon were

Peter Creighton's island swim, Dan
Thompson's nature novice, and the

senior campers' visit to Pemaquid
Beach.

Following supper, soccer, lacrosse,

and fishing were popular. At eight

sharp we were treated to an excellent

and instructive trip clinic sponsored by
the senior campers. Doug Burden built

and lit a one-match fire from scratch,

Steve Hornblow narrated while several

of his peers pitched a six-man tent,

and Chris Wolferth demonstrated how
to tump a wanagan. The session was
rounded out with many helpful com-
ments and reminders by Bill McCook
and Frank Rutan.

The flag was lowered at 8:40 —
eighty-one boys tumbled into bed
while the senior thirteen were preview-

ing the week's movie.

BOB BISHOP

FRIDAY, JUNE 27, 1975

When the O.D. arose the sun was
shining, and it was almost certain to be

a beautiful day. The cherubs arose

with the chimes, cabins were checked
and breakfast was controlled bedlam.

Short duties followed with Shippen

Bright and Steve Vastine doing the

bank honors. Morning activities were

held on all corners of the grounds.

Congratulations go out to Briggs

Cherry who conquered his Island

Swim. Also to Andy Wasserman who
got his White Arrow.

Picnic lunch and quiet rest period

got everyone ready for afternoon activ-

ities. Environmental Studies (Nature)

produced the most qualifications with

Charlie Newhall, Billy Dohrmann and

Greg Penske all earning their Novice

rating. Neddy Davis became the first

archer to get the Black Arrow, and

down at "Dumppickers Memorial

Stadium," Vastine's Vaselines beat

Gordon's Gin in softball, 15-12 in a

high scoring loose-played game that is

only common to Fenway Park. A
well-deserved swim followed with

North Harris finally having the privilege

of raft use.

Dinner was highlighted by two

birthday cakes, one for Henry Klinge-

man and the other for Greg Penske.

Evening brought the 50th grand open-
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ing of the Kieve Bijou-Ritz-Goldman-

Kennedy Theatre. A war comedy,

"The Wackiest Ship in the Army,"
brought us to flag with Bob Linker

and the O.D. duet, then the carillon

signaled the end of a perfect day.

FRANK E. RUTAN, IV

SATURDAY, JUNE 28, 1975

To show the power and influence of

the O.D., the day cleared to perfect

blue after starting dark and foggy.

Today was the first minor inspection

and it was won, hands down, by South

Glenayr, I'm not quite sure what hap-

pened to morning activities and the

only achievement was Jerry Rivkin's

island swim. At lunch the O.D. van-

ished with the senior campers on a

cruise while Bob Linker took over

camp. Something funny happened,

while Bob was in charge more achieve-

ments were won, with George Nichols

and George Phipps getting their crew,

the first of the year, and Will

Schwalbe, David Kissinger and Pete

Margaritis getting their novice in the

newly named activity of Environmental

Studies, previously knowm as Nature.

For evening activity the Senior camp-

ers put on an interesting scavenger

hiint with South Harris finding more
trivia than anyone else. The Kieve song

was sung after a little problem with

noise (what else is new), and the camp
was put to sleep. Night Now!!

FORDY STEVENS

SUNDAY, JUNE 29, 1975

Light rain early, then clear for

morning prayer and flag on our first

Sunday. Pancakes flew through the air

with the emphasis more on accuracy

than distance. Eddie Stebbins was
probably the champion — he ate an

even dozen whoppers! Heavy duties,

thorough preparation for inspection,

then tub. A uniformly good inspection

won by North Harris, temporary resi-

dents of North Glenayr (the last time

that worthy building will be used as a

bunkhouse). The choir was in fine

form, particularly considering it was
the first of the year. The sweetest

voice was Ford Wilgis' and the loudest

belonged to Chris Morris. Chris Bensley

received a special prize for not singing,

much to the amusement of his parents.

Frank ran the chapel service; Will

Schwalbe gave the Psalmist's recipe for

goodness and generosity; Jamey Hebb
gave the New Testament version, and
Dick gave Kieve's version in his talk.

Many had Kim's fabulous chicken

barbecue for the first time, and we
welcomed visits from the Bensleys and

John Heyel and Mary-Jo Moore.

The afternoon activities were crazy

because of intermittent rain. Walter's

(Morris) Wallowers beat the Senior

Campers, 2-1 in mudball; Jimmy Tyack
got a great picture, and the fishermen

had to be rescued by the motorboat.

In Nature, Tony Moller and Patrick

Gilligan got their Novices and Greg

Penske distinguished himself by getting

his Red Tree.

After supper — which was like a

zoo — we had a pleascint campfire in

Innisfree — then off to bed.

DICK KENNEDY

MONDAY, JUNE 30, 1975

In E. E. Cummings words, "I thank

you. Lord, for this blue-true dream of

a day and the leaping greenly spirit of

the trees," is the only way to describe

the weather. Breakfast and duties were

short and sweet followed by our regu-

lar activities. Some fine fellows got

their Novices in Environmental Studies,

and we also had a kiddie get his Black

Arrow. Peter and Schuyler gave me the
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names, but being such an air head I

forgot them. Sorry, gang!

However, the big event of the day
was when the Orange and Black naval

and land forces clashed in a huge game
of "Aquattack." The Oranges, under
Generals Lee and McCook, defended
the Isle of Windy and the Black forces,

under the command of Schuyler

"Wahoo" Tilney and Frank "bye,

Sandy" Rutan, defended Kistler Point.

For two and one-half hours the heat of

the battle raged, canoe against canoe,

man against man, McCook against

Bright. It was a blood and guts battle

with Rutan and the wolfpack plus

Buck and the Black stockade (1,550

penalty points for swearing, Sandy?).

At any rate, when the smoke of battle

lifted from Lake Damariscotta, the

Oranges emerged victorious. Many,
many thanks to all the counsel for

their cooperation and help.

Anyway as the sun set over the lake

after a great day, the real victors were
the kids who completely exhausted the

counselors. Good night to all.

Is William Barrel still alive and well?

SHIPPEN BRIGHT

JULY 1 - JULY 3

First Trips

FRIDAY, JULY 4, 1975

The 199th anniversary of our coun-

try's independence dawned sunny and
clear. North and South Glenayr were

the only ones in camp so far today.

They were all admitted to breakfast in

patriotic garb — red, white and blue,

of course! Right after Kim's famous
blueberry pancakes with red syrup, the

Senior campers headed for the Snow
Goose and off to Vinalhaven, with

Captain McCook. Morning activities

were not too productive, but Peter

Creighton did earn his Novice in

Nature.

The arrival of South Bunker Hill

and South Harris seemed to spur an

interest in achieving. Among those so

motivated were Peter Stabler - Novice,

Jamie Hebb and Mike Bent - Pro-

marksman, George Nichols and Todd
D'Alessandro - White Arrow, Billy

Rossmassler - Black Arrow, and our
achiever of the day was Dana Morse,

getting his White and Black Arrows
AND his Pro-marksman!

With the arrival of Big Wally and
the Pemaquid boys, the rain decided to

join us all at Kieve, too. The brave

council took to their favorite hiding

places in the woods to set off a full

scale game of Capture-the-counselor.

Our resident redcoat, Peter Wickstead,

was the big point prize, but he showed
up the colonials and remained un-

caught! North Bunker Hill ended up
with the most points, and were justly

rewarded. Meanwhile, Bob Linker

headed to the local hospital with Peter

Margaritis, who tore open his knee and
ended up with 15 stitches and the

opportunity to see the fireworks in

town. At camp a brief but action-

packed fireworks display was set up by
John Seamans and Steve Vastine.

The O.D, planned it, within the

second, to have the carillon play right

after the lowering of the flag (that's

close!). So, we all said prayers, and

took to the cabins. A very happy
birthday for the U.S.A.!

SANDY BUCK

SATURDAY, JULY 5, 1975

Foggy at seven, clear at eleven;

everybody a bit reluctant to leave

warm beds; Greg Penske raises the flag;

South Bunker Hill the cleanest; four-

teen qualifications in nature with

Charlie Newhall, John Schneider, and

Will Schwalbe achieving red tree; sail-

ing is very active with good wind
under sunny sky: skippers - George
Nichols and Brink Young, crew - Fred

Begien, Gary O'Leary, Bill Rossmassler,
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and Randy Wilgis; Andrew Sutphin

wins white arrow and Peter Pietra gains

pro-marksman; some excellent pictures

of the Katahdin trip are developed;

same pair of loons join afternoon

swim; two soccer games after supper

manage to use up all the boys' energy;

Bill Gericke and Chris Young take

down three tents in record time; skin-

ny dip for the sweaty ones; the hill is

quiet at 9:15.

BOB BISHOP

SUNDAY, JULY 6, 1975

An overcast dawn — finally cleared

beautifully for afternoon activities.

Inspection was excellent — won by
South Glenayr. David Kissinger man-
aged to put away eleven pancakes —
perhaps in preparation for the up-

coming Moose River portage.

Chapel was pleasant and relaxed.

Dick explained the liturgical reasoning

behind his choice of each of the pray-

ers, etc.; Bob Linker spoke simply and
effectively on the importance of

"please" and "thank you": and John
Rodiger and Greg Penske read well

from the Bible. Peter Pietra had the

sweetest voice and Peter Creighton the

loudest.

The wonderful chicken barbecue
lunch was more fun because of visit-

ors: the Cunninghams, John Pirie's

friends, Henry and Pauline, the Bents
and Trish Kinkade.

Lots of solid performance during

the afternoon activities. Regatta re-

sults: George Phipps and Paul Baur,

Peter Creighton and John Seamans,

John Rodiger and Will Schwalbe. A
super soccer game between teams cap-

tained by the D'Alessandro brothers

found Craig's Crackers defeating

Todd's Terrors, 6-3. In Riflery, pro-

marksman was earned by Billy Gericke,

Bobby Knowles, Doug Bailey and Chris

Young. Chris Davis got his Marksman.
Black Arrows in Archery went to Hank
Phippen, Bobby Knowles, Andy
Sutphin and Andy Wasserman. Peter

Pietra got his Novice in Nature, and
Mike Jackson got his Red Tree.

The results of the best photo ex-

hibit in Kieve's history were:

Imaginative: 1. E. Heher, 2. T. Moller,

3. E. Heher
Composition: 1. M. Bent, 2. H. Klinge-

man, 3. G. Penske

Portrait: 1. G. Penske, 2. J. Ilebb, 3.

M. Bent
Miscellaneous: 1. C. Davis, 2. E. Steb-

bins & G. Penske, 3. T. Moller

Landscape: 1. H. Klingeman, 2. T.

Moller, 3. P. Stabler

Double Exposure: 1. E. Heher, 2. E.

Heher, 3. C. Peters

After supper, most played a chaotic

Townball game while South Harris and
South Bunker Hill packed for tomor-

row's trips. A skinny dip, prayers, flag,

a strong rendition of the Kieve song

closed out a great second Sunday.

DICK KENNEDY

MONDAY, JULY 7, 1975

True to his word, the O.D. brought
a morning of blue skies and gentle

breezes. Following a quick round of

duties, camp settled down to a busy
and productive morning. Peter Adam-
son, Lee Eppel, Dan Bliss and Eliot

Heher made the two mile trek for their

Scotch Pine and thus completed their

Novice, while Mike Bent shot his way
to his Black Arrow and Chris Richard-

son, his Pro-marksman.

The afternoon saw no change in the

weather and everyone took advantage

of it. A spirited soccer game featuring

the foreign expertise of Peter Wick-

stead and Eddie Stebbins and the in-

testinal fortitude of Mike Bent and
Todd D'Alessandro ended in a highly

disputed 7-7 tie. The rifle range was
also busy as Jimmy Tyack got his

Pro-marksman and John Theodoracop-
ulos his Marksman, while David Cool-

idge amazed the onlookers with two
bullseyes. In the nature conservatory,

Philipp Pietra battled the bird chart all

afternoon and finally got his Novice.

At seven o'clock, the long antici-

pated evening activity unfolded . . .

CASINO!! An hour of pure bedlam
proceeded to turn Kieve on its ear as

Jonathan Leo, Jack Rutherfurd and
Luke Allen robbed the rich and the

poor and came away grand winners. A
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much needed dip brought the day to a

close.

WALTER MORRIS

TUESDAY, JULY 8, 1975

July 8th arrived at Camp Kieve

under partly cloudy skies. The O.D.

was hoping for his first sunny day —
but no luck. The weather did not

hinder the campers' drive to accom-

plish. Only the Glenayrs and North
Bunker Hill were in camp, so achieve-

ment was stressed. Bob Linker, after a

long duty on the bank, got Todd
D'Alessandro, Jason Leo, Tim Wike,

David Seiger, Chris Richardson and
Peter Stabler through their Beginner

Swimmer. Len motivated Peter Creigh-

ton, Pete Margaritis and George
Nichols to acquire their Black Arrows
and Randy Wilgis to get his White
Arrow.

In the afternoon, Lee Eppel came
up with his Pro-marksman. Meanwhile
natureboys Leo and Thompson got

their Novice and Red Tree respectively.

Commodore Baur got two more Crew
members for the Kieve Yacht Club,

Eliot Heher and Peter Creighton.

The fog and clouds began to settle

in so Pedrick and Buck went on a

rescue mission. A compass was brought

out to Schuyler at the Oselin's house

before his ocean voyage.

The evening activities were packing

for Katahdin by North Bunker Hill and

a "great"(?) movie. After such a big

day everyone got right into bed, es-

pecially North Bunker Hill who had to

rise and shine at 5:30. Great day, good
night!

SANDY BUCK

WEDNESDAY, JULY 9, 1975

With only North and South Glenayr

in camp (and the Senior Campers), the

pace of the day was rather casual. You
might even say many of the campers
were as foggy as the weather. In spite

of the weather, Gary O'Leary achieved

his Novice in Nature and Peter Creigh-

ton, his Red Tree. Ford Wilgis earned

his White Arrow; David Coolidge, his

Pro-marksman; and Randy Wilgis, his

Skipper. Also, in spite of the weather,

Dick Kennedy and Bill McCook man-
aged to follow the ferry (just barely!)

through the fog in the Snow Goose
from Vinalhaven to Rockland.

Bingo was brought out for the eve-

ning and many boys won Hershey bars.

The rains came, so off to bed to rest

for tomorrow's trips.

BOB LINKER

THURSDAY, JULY 10, 1975

No change in the weather . . . very

light rain prevents raising the flag . . .

North Glenayr leaves for Camden
Hills . . . Bill Adams helps Steve Vas-

tine in pottery activity . . . Mike Bent
and Luke Allen gain novice in nature,

and David Coolidge, Chris Minot, Peter

Stabler, and Ned Davis achieve their

red tree (where is a white spruce?) . . .

senior campers complete the fencing of

the basketball-practice tennis area with-

out using ladders . . . well-played soft-

ball game after supper, 7-6 victory,

some good hitting by Todd D'Alessan-

dro, Mike Jackson, Tony Moller, Tim
Wike, Jason Leo, Charlie Newhall,

Dana Morse, and Ford Wilgis while

Briggs Cherry, Billy Dohrmann, Patrick

Gilligan, and Pete Margaritis were
quick and accurate in the field . . .

John Theodoracopulos braved a bee

sting behind home plate . . . Dick and
Bob Linker navigated the Snow Goose
through heavy fog back to harbor . . .

senior campers relax during feature

film before Aroostook River trip . . .

who says two cabins cannot sing the

Kieve song loudly?... quiet at 9:15

p.m.

BOB BISHOP
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FRIDAY, JULY 11, 1975

The weather had been bad all week
and today proved to be no exception.

Foggy, rainy, clouded and unpleasant,

the day dawned, and the two cabins

left in camp dragged themselves out of

bed reluctantly. Today was to be a

novel day in the 50th summer of

Kieve, for yet another excursion,

Loud's Island, was to join the ranks of

the Katahdin, Allagash, Camden Hills,

Aroostook and Moose River trips al-

ready suffering through the dripping

Maine weather, leaving but one lonely

cabin and three counselors in camp.
Novel yes, but exciting too, for after

bidding a fond adieu to South Glenayr,

the Linker clan and Shippen, we set

off on a program to break all norms of

camp life.

Marksmen fired at soaked targets

with deadly aim while environ-

mentalists stumbled through the thick

fog in search of their various trees as

South Bunker Hill split up for activ-

ities. The hill resembled a rain-

drenched ghost town with the depart-

ure of Loud's, but activities continued

cheerily as the two groups traded guns
for nature guides at the start of the

second period. But the rain was to have

.its own say, so as the fog rolled back
the heavens opened and drove scurry-

ing campers and counselors to the shel-

ter of the cabin. Luke Allen and
George Phipps were not to be denied,

however, eagle-eyeing their way to a

pro-marksman and sharpshooter, re-

spectively. Indoor lunch and a short-

ened rest hour ensued before the group
headed for the red farmhouse, t.v., and
monopoly. It was the first visit of the

summer by any complete cabin, and
South Bunker Hill was determined to
make the best of it. But the soap
operas were a bore and monopoly was
a standoff, so the so-inclined were in-

troduced to the-best-rainy-day-game

-of-'em-all: "Up Jenkins". Soon the

initially skeptical started another game
with our idle Pingree girls and all were
magically enthralled for the remainder
of the dismal afternoon. Dinner fol-

lowed as usual, but yet another sur-

prise was in store for the South
Bunker Hill residents as we adjourned

to the Round Top Ice Cream Parlor

for dessert. Black raspberry seemed to

be the pick of the evening but all were
content as we slurped our way back to

camp. The rain held off long enough
to permit an after dinner game of roof

ball, followed by a skinny dip and so

to bed, exhausted but content.

SCHUYLER TILNEY

SATURDAY, JULY 12, 1975

Yet once again South Bunker Hill

woke up to a rainy day. Much to their

pleasing they found themselves the

only cabin in camp, at least for the

morning activities, with the Katahdin,

Camden Hills and Loud's Island trips

due in the early afternoon. South
Bunker Hill was very busy with the

qualification list in the morning, but

when the other cabins returned in the

afternoon, it was decided, with all the

confusion of tub, unpacking, etc. to

abandon the regular activities and have

a mud soccer game. What a treat and
what a mess! And if that wasn't

enough, the evening activity was a pie

eating contest. A novelty to Kieve's

evening list of events, the object was
to see who could eat three pieces the

fastest! Now that I think about it,

three pieces is an awful lot. So you
can imagine the results. All in all the

day ended, "finally," with no major
problems occurring!

KEVIN HUNTER

SECOND TRIPS
July 12

SUNDAY, JULY 13, 1975

Yet another drizzly dawn, but by
the afternoon we saw our first real

clearing skies in over a week. Breakfast

pancake- flipping was witnessed by
Freddy Begien's mom and his Uncle
Terry. No tub today — too cold. A
good inspection was won by North
Bunker Hill.

Chapel was held in Innisfree before
a crackling fire. The choir was in fine

voice — led by sweetest Dan Bliss and
loudest Peter Stabler. Pat Gilligan read

the David and Goliath story and Bob
Bishop read the story of the Good
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Samaritan. Both fit in very nicely with

Dick's talk about the imperfection of

heroes and the imporantce of heroic

qualities.

Lunch was brightened by several

visitors: alumnus Steve Eckles and his

parents, and Chris Bensley's mother
and little brother, Zach, who will be

with us for a week.

The afternoon activities produced a

number of noteworthy performances.

The regatta was won by Randy Wilgis

and Gary O'Leary, and Brink Young
and Eliot Heher's boat came in second.

George Phipps earned his Skipper rat-

ing. In riflery, David Thayer and Tony
Moller both became Marksmen. Blue

Arrows went to Bill Rossmassler and
Andy Stuphin, and Dan Bliss and
Philipp Pietra got their White Arrows.

Briggs Cherry and Peter Margaritis got

their Red Tree in Nature, and Greg
Penske earned the first photography
qualification, his Yashica.

We had the introductory play re-

hearsal, led by Nancy and Shippen,

then a movie, "Heroes of Telemark,"

and a rousing Kieve song and cheer

sent all into the arms of Morpheus.
DICK KENNEDY

MONDAY, JULY 14, 1975

Monday dawned cloudy and chilly

— the weather jinx still upon us. But

spirits were nevertheless high through

flag, breakfast and morning duties as

all hoped for the sun to break through

later in the day. It finally did half way
through the first activity period.

No one ever seems to find inactivity

or boredom at Kieve and today was
no exception. A capsized sailboat in-

volved the O.D, and John Pedrick in a

rescue mission to try and save a dis-

membered Dyer. The mast was saved

but the boom was lost in the muddy
bottom. Randy Wilgis, Jamey Hebb
and Peter Creighton were also saved.

During rest period Bensley, Hunter,

Tilney and Vastine snorkeled in an

attempt to find the missing boat parts

to no avail.

Through all the excitement George

Thornton, Jerry Rivkin and Jamey
Hebb (after getting on dry land)

notched their Black Arrows as Billy

Dohrmann, Jerry Rivkin (again) and
Tom Stewart eagle-eyed their way to

Pro-marksman and John Pirie to Marks-

man. Greg Penske and Eliot Heher
clicked away to RoUiflex and Eddie

Stebbins earned a Yashica.

Dinner, a movie for evening activity

and on to bed; all in all a productive

day.

SCHUYLER TILNEY

TUESDAY, JULY 15, 1975

We woke up to a bit of a grey day,

but the sunshine made its debut by
lunch.

Activities were profitable as all the

kiddies put a lot of energy into them.

Freddy Begien, Craig D'Alessandro,

Henry Klingeman, George Nichols,

Chris Peters, and Billy Rossmassler all

got their Beginner Swimmers. In rif-

lery. Jay Huberts shot his way to

Pro-marksman and David Kissinger ne-

gotiated his way to Marksman. At the

"Indian" range, Luke Allen twanged
away to his Black Arrow and both

David Thayer and Charlie Newhall re-

ceived their White. Yachtsman Will

Schwalbe earned his Skipper in sailing.

In the afternoon Jerry Rivkin, Tom
Stewart and Billy "the kid" Dohrmann
received their Pro-marksman in Riflery,

while John Pirie got his Marksman.

A long general swim was followed

by dinner which preceeded the first

rehearsal of our "Neo-B roadway" pro-

duction of "Ears" a burlesque of

"Jaws." A quick skinny dip rounded
out a very profitable day.

SHIPPEN BRIGHT

WEDNESDAY, JULY 16, 1975

Once again the O.D. was blessed

with sunshine as the day greeted him.

After a superb breakfast of waffles by
Kim, activities rolled at full speed. Pat

Gilligan took advantage of a rare morn-

ing breeze to earn his Crew, while Bill

Rossmassler and Fred Begien fought

hard and swam their Island. Down at

the Archery range Chris Young, Bill

Gericke and Peter Pietra got their

White Arrows while on the Rifle front
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John Schneider got his Marksman,
Peter Creighton, his Marksman First

Class, and Eddie Stebbins and Peter

Stabler got their Marksman.
The afternoon showed no let up in

the activities. Dan Bliss shot his way to

Pro-marksman, while Sut Sutphin and

Peter Pietra got their Marksman and

Jack Rutherfurd his Marksman First

Class. Mike Bent, Chris Peters, John
Rodiger and Tony Moller spent the

afternoon in the darkroom and
emerged with their Yashicas. Eliot

Heher mastered the double sheepshank

and attained his Skipper, while John
Pirie, Dan Thompson and Mike Jack-

son got their Crew. On the gridiron,

Pat Gilligan caught three touchdown
passes for the winners and Fred Begien

had two for the losers as Renneisen's

Rhinegolds beat Begien's Badmen
28-14. Over at the natatorium, Bob
Linker and Stewart guided Jerry

Rivkin, Chris Minot, Lee Eppel and

J.G. Allen to their Beginner and the

same four as well as Dave Coolidge,

Briggs Cherry, Billy Dohrmann, Gary
O'Leary, Dan Bliss, Chris Richardson

and John Theodoracopulos to their

Advanced Beginners swimming qualifi-

cations. Thirty seven qualifications in

one day!

An evening activity of Capture the

Camper was enjoyed by all, especially

George Thornton and Jason Leo, be-

cause nobody caught them. A short

swim to get the pine sap off and then

off to bed. Who was that on top of

the flagpole, anyway?
WALTER MORRIS

THURSDAY, JULY 17, 1975

A still, hot morning was the start of

one of the busiest days of the session.

After morning duties it was moving
day for North Harris as they left their

temporary residence in old North Glen-

ayr and moved into the new North
Harris — which is finally finished. They
were perhaps the last residents of that

old bunkhouse. While work continued

on the tennis courts the rest of the

camp was in full swing. Chris Bensley

and Sandy Buck took individual pic-

tures after the morning general swim.

Play rehearsal occupied rest period and
finishing up qualifications was the big

item of the afternoon. During the

course of the day Pat Gilligan achieved

his Red Tree in nature, Briggs Cherry

his Yashica in photography, Dan Bliss

his Crew in sailing, Lee Eppel his Red
Tree, and Tim Wike and Sut Sutphin

their Novice ratings. In instructional

swimming, the following fifteen boys
received their Intermediate Swimmers
Certificates: John Theodoracopulos,

Gary O'Leary, Peter Creighton, Neddie
Davis, Peter Adamson, Chris Richard-

son, Chris Minot, David Thayer, Billy

Dohrmann, Briggs Cherry, J.G. Allen,

David Coolidge, Tony Moller, John
Renneisen, and Jerry Rivkin. The
water was a great place to be on this

hot day!

In Riflery, Billy Rossmassler re-

ceived his Pro-Marksman, Jimmy Tyack
his Marksman, and in Archery Georgie

Nichols won his Blue Arrow. The
photo shack was active with John
Renneisen, Tom Shenton, John Pirie,

Sut Sutphin, Mike Jackson, and Henry
Kingeman receiving their Yashica

award. Chris Davis his Yashica and
Rolliflex, John Rodiger his Rolliflex,

and El Heher his Hasselblad — the

highest photography award! Quite a

day for qualifications!

After a hot play rehearsal, a swim
followed on this last "normal" day of

camp. It is incredible how rapidly this

session has flown! There is a line in

one of the songs in the play, "Who
knows where time goes . . .

?"

JOHN R. PEDRICK
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FRIDAY, JULY 18, 1975

Today must be the hottest and
most humid day so far this summer!
The "full season" boys spent most of

the morning preparing for the Bar

Harbor trip, and they departed shortly

after lunch. Good luck, Frank!

The morning activities were broken
up by a swim following each activity

period. During the morning and after-

noon many things were accomplished
on land and sea. On land, Dan Thomp-
son earned his Blue Arrow, Chris

Davis, his Novice and Dana Morse, his

Red Tree: on sea, Chris Young, Bill

Gericke, Jamey Hebb, Chris Minot,

Jerry Rivkin, George Thornton and
Andy Sutphin got their Crew qualifi-

cations while John Pirie sailed to his

Skipper. On sea also Dan Bliss, George
Thornton, Brink Young, Craig D'Aless-

andro, Lee Eppel and Eddie Stebbins

all earned their Intermediate Swim-
mers.

After a long afternoon swim, we all

proceeded down to Westcott Point for

hamburgers a la Shippen and Schuyler,

showing great expertise at flipping

them into rolls. An early flag with a

reading by Bob Linker from the 1931

Kieve brochure — we can still be

thankful life in the woods has not

changed. Then down to Kistler Point

with a bonfire lit by Greg Hunter, a

nice talk by Dick on how people pull

together at Kieve and then a candle-

light procession back to the top of the

hill. We followed the Kieve song and
cheer, which echoed across the lake,

with a very refreshing skinny dip and
then to bed.

Tomorrow all our parents come!
BOB LINKER

SATURDAY, JULY 19, 1975

What a beautiful, hot summer day!

In anticipation of parents and friends'

arrival, particular attention during

duties was paid to cleaning everything

in sight. Even so there was plenty of

time for two activity periods, two
swims, and a flurry of last minute
qualifications.

Watersports and Ears were fun, ex-

citing, and especially brilliant whether

it was the sunlight flashing from speed-

ing canoes or the golden theme of the

play. In between was family time at

the waterfront and a memorable party

and dinner at Harriet House.

Results of Watersports Events

1. South Glenayr 25 yrd. freestyle:

1) Richardson; 2) Theodoracopu-

los; 3) Leo
2. South Glenayr obstacle: 1) Cool-

idge; 2) Wike
3. North Glenayr 25 yd. freestyle: 1)

Pietra; 2) Klingeman; 3) Creighton

4. North Glenayr rowboat: 1) Nich-

ols; 2) D'Alessandro; 3) Rossmass-

ler

5. South Glenayr rowboat: 1) Morse;

2) Wilgis

6. North Glenayr obstacle: 1) Wilgis;

2) Tyack
7. South Bunker Hill double canoe:

1) Cherry-Phipps; 2) Pirie-Thayer;

3) Dohrmann-Margaritis

8. South Bunker Hill 25 yd. free-

style: 1) Minot; 2) Gilligan; 3)

Jackson
9. North Bunker Hill double canoe:

1) Adamson-Bliss; 2) Phippen-

Sutphin; 3) Leo-Rivkin

10. North Bunker Hill 50 yd. free-

style: 1) Knowles; 2) Eppel; 3)

Thompson
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11. South Harris double canoe: 1)

Young- Schneider; 2) Kissinger-

Shenton; 3) Schwalbe-Stewart

12. South Harris 50 yd. freestyle: 1)

Gericke; 2) Stebbins; 3) Hilberts

13. War canoes: 1) Phipps-Bunker Hill

I's; 2) Fowler-Bunker Hill 2's

14. Canoe pile-in: l)the 2's; 2) the I's

EARS
A Scary play about a landmonster

who eats people who make too much
noise. Look Out!

and
A GOLDRUSH

in honour of Kieve's 50th year.

Particular thanks for this latest dra-

matic monster go to:

Shippen Bright who kept order in all

of the 3.2 rehearsals (or intense

run-throughs) in 103 degree heat.

He was the director;

Nancy Kennedy, Kieve's Muse, who
makes it all worthwhile;

John Seamans who painted and paint-

ed for three nights and days. Three

cheers for the sets;

Dana Hawkes who was in charge of the

plane's cuisine;

David Kissinger who created the role

of the landmonster, Goldah My Ear;

Will Schwalbe who played his roomate,
Peg of My Heart;

John Schneider who was the golden

ruler of the Goldrush Plane (Titanic

Airways?)

;

Peter Creighton and George Phipps for

the beautiful solos;

Peter Wickstead who teaches dignity

Picadilly Circus style;

Zach Bensley, aged six, who ran the

camp the last week and still had
time to play baby bear;

Nancy, Sally, and Mary for creating

the properties and sewing;

Nanney Kennedy for jumping the

Grand Canyon.
We all went off to cabin parties

with a song under our golden hearts.

Yes, it was "Thank you Kiddies" by
the Rainbows (Shippen, Walter,

"Skylar," and Sandy).

BOB BISHOP

SUNDAY, JULY 20, 1975

After cabin parties and a lot of

noise the previous night, the camp
awoke at the normal Sunday hour. But
the day, being the last day for the

boys in camp, was far from normal.

Cleaning up, packing, tub, flipping

counselors' beds took up the morning
until 10:15 when most parents arrived.

After packing cars we proceeded to

chapel, awards, and Kim's barbecue
chicken. After lunch, farewells were
said by all and the first session came
to an end.

FORDY STEVENS

MONDAY, JULY 21, 1975

Mid-Season Trip

TUESDAY, JULY 22, 1975

Three days in a row! For the third

time this summer the O.D. was greeted

by a morning of bright sunshine. The
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old boys spent the morning preparing

camp for the impending arrival of 42

new campers. Schuyler and Walter be-

came the first ever to play on the new
tennis courts and announced them as

being entirely satisfactory. The after-

noon came and so did the kids. Brian

Bailey took advantage of his early ar-

rival to get his White Arrow. The vans

arrived from Boston and Philadelphia

with tales of torrential rains and

bumper to bumper traffic. Princeton is

under water! A spaghetti dinner and a

campfire brought the day to an end.

An auspicious beginning for the second

session.

WALTER MORRIS

WEDNESDAY, JULY 23, 1975

Hooray! The tennis courts are fin-

ished, ta-da! So after breakfast and
duties the racquet men hit the courts

to wing those Wilsons around. All over

camp one could hear those sizzling

Slazengers and booming Bancrofts.

Enough of this pungent rhetoric.

At any rate, this was the first full

day of camp for the second session

boys. And gauging by the bewildered

faces at Indian Circle, camp was a

novel experience. So with the help of

our "highly professional" staff, we
adjusted the new boys very quickly.

Just about all swam their Island and
many were well on their way to quali-

fications by lunch. John Renneisen re-

ceived his Novice in Advanced Eco-

system Studies (Nature).

The afternoon was marked by heat

and many busy campers.

In the evening we . had a giant

game of Capture the Flag led by the

Senior Campers. By the way — who
won?

Anyway, flag and off to bed ended
the day. Definitely a good one for all.

SHIPPEN BRIGHT

THURSDAY, JULY 24, 1975

Another beautiful Maine day greet-

ed us allowing for a full quota of

activities. It is especially nice to have

tennis as an activity. The courts are in

use all day long. New campers zeroed

in on qualifications with Peter Clough,

Chris Lickdyke and David "Spike"
Kline all earning their White Arrows,
Cole Vastine and Bobby Nichols quali-

fied for their Yashicas in Photo, and
Peter Stabler got his Marksman in

Riflery.

After dinner both North Harris and
the Senior Campers packed for their

trips, and then everyone gathered in

Innisfree for the entertainment spec-

tacular, "Cat Ballou," starring Jane
Fonda and Lee Marvin. An excellent

finish to a fine day.

BOB LINKER

FRIDAY, JULY 25, 1975

Today was a big day in the lives of

our oldest group of campers: they left

for their Canadian trip. After packing
the van and a hearty Kieve cheer at

the top of the hill they were off just

after morning duties. Likewise, the

Senior Campers were off for their brief

fling in Quebec city which left only

the Glenayrs and the Bunker Hills in

camp.
Although the morning was overcast,

it never really rained and we were able

to have the normal round of activities

in camp. The day was relaxed and
several of the boys, both old and new,

achieved qualifications. John Rodiger

achieved his Novice in Nature, Joe
Dowling won his Yashica in Photog-

raphy, Jamie Gowen received his Pro-

Marksman in Riflery, in a wild sail on
the lake with this nervous sailing coun-

cilor, Peter Laventis got his crew, and

Rich Perkins also received his Skipper

in Sailing. In Archery, Andy Morrow,
Frankie Kaul, and Mark Dexter and

won their White Arrows, and Dave
Nelson won both his White and Black

Arrows while Chris Lickdyke won his

Black Arrow.
At dinner we were honored by Elisa

Lee's mother and brother who are here

as guests.

The evening activity was a series of

excellent pantomime skits presented by
each bunkhouse. South Glenayr did

"Deadwood Gulch", North Glenayr did

an excellent presentation of "A Day at

the Jersey Shore", South Bunker Hill

presented "The Great Pumba", and

North Bunker Hill did "The Maine
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Connection" in which John Rodiger

did a spectacular death. After the skits

there was time enough for a brief swim
and then up to flag under a beautiful

pink sunset.

Is it true that there is a great bear

in the woods near the Buck's house?

JOHN R. PEDRICK

SATURDAY, JULY 26, 1975

There seems to be real wonderment
in the minds of most people around

camp in just how or why the weather

is always so good when I'm O.D, And
good does not express how this day

turned out.

Because many counselors were off,

the "Kieve High Council" came to the

unanimous conclusion to go to the

beach. We all packed into cars and
headed for Pemaquid after a short in-

spection and first activity. The beauti-

ful weather and great attitude of the

campers made this trip especially nice.

Thanks to all!

After the beach and trip to the

Round Top Ice Cream stand we took a

quick swim to rid ourselves of the sand

and salt — especially those guys that

were buried up to their necks. A short

rest period and then to the second
.activity period.

After a real ravioli dinner we had a

townball game umpired by semi-

professionals-Frank Rutan and Henry
Patterson. The score turned out to be
another Kieve tie, 27-27.

FORDY STEVENS

SUNDAY, JULY 27, 1975

The sun shone dovm on our humble
little camp today celebrating Nancy
Kennedy's -th birthday. After the

usual rigorous duties period and a

healthy tub, North Glenayr proved to

be the most immaculate cabin. Nancy's
grandmother, Mrs. Sibley, and aunt,

Mrs. Auchincloss, and Neddy Davis'

dad all joined us for chapel and Kim's
tasty chicken Kieve. John Rodiger and
Mrs. Auchincloss read from the Bible,

Dick spoke, and Chris Lickdyke and
Perry Boyden were the loudest and
sweetest singers in the choir, re-

spectively.

This afternoon there was a lot of

activity on the tennis courts. Tom
Fowler got Luke Allen, Jack Ruther-

furd, Peter Clough, Tim Richards, Ken
Hallows and John Rodiger through

their White Racket qualification, with

Luke and Ken going on for their Black
Rackets, too! Walter took Chris Sher-

rill out and he successfully swam his

Island. Also at the waterfront, John
York and Drummer Hawkes received

their Crew. Richie Perkins split an ar-

row on the top of Schuyler's head
(really?) to get his Black Arrow.
Donny Kennedy and Peter Laventis got

their Yashica, and George Woodruff
and Mark Guthrie earned their Novice

in Environmental Studies.

The O.D. was particularly lazy this

evening so the program was an open
hill. Fishing, soccer, lacrosse and can-

oeing were enjoyed by all. We had a

quick dip, flag and bed. A great day —
Happy Birthday, Nancy and Gary!

SANDY BUCK

MONDAY, JULY 28, 1975

Cloudy and cool today, dismal
weather to wake up to and a slow
starting day. Breakfast was quieter

than usual and then a pleasant surprise

for North Bunker Hill and John Ped-

rick as the whole camp wished them
well with a Kieve cheer on their new
trip: Debsconeag Deadwater.

Archery reported a scarcity of ar-

rows, sailing was minimal before a light

wind, but otherwise the morning pro-

gressed normally. Even the sun man-
aged to break through during general
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swim, and spirits picked up noticeably.

Lunch rest hour, and afternoon activ-

ities: rifles cracked, arrows whistled,

cameras clicked and soccer players

fought to a Kieve tie before we raced

to a well-deserved swim. King of the

Raft dominated as everyone horsed

around while cooling down. After din-

ner, free time until 7:45 when every-

one headed to Innisfree for a campfire

of spoof games (David Kline — victim),

songs with Walter and a "Lion Hunt."
One must say, however, that the eve-

ning was highlighted by the unex-

pected visit of the Heffalump, a rare

elephant-like mammal from Africa who
never seems to run out of surprises (as

Gary O'Leary found out!). At any
rate, everyone had fun and we trund-

led off for bed and dreams of the trips

to come.
SCHUYLER TILNEY

JULY 29 - JULY 31

Third Trips

FRIDAY, AUGUST 1, 1975

South Glenayr was the camp until

the middle of the afternoon when the

Debsconeag and White Mountain trips

returned triumphantly. Under the

supervision of the OD, the thirteen

boys cleaned every inch of the cabin,

made their beds, and arranged their

equipment. Riflery and archery were

assigned in the morning, enabling Steve

Shuster to gain Black Arrow and Chris

Mayer to achieve White Arrow. Joseph
Dowling won his Crew out on the lake

while Mike Bent, Perry Boyden, Tony
Green, and Ken Hallows succeeded in

tennis qualifications.

Suddenly it seemed that it was very

hot everywhere so the waterfront be-

came the focus of activity. Most of us

must have had four or five swims
during the course of the afternoon and
evening. An open waterfront after

supper was a natural — boating, fish-

ing, canoe swamping, and swimming
had a cooling effect so that most of us

were able to get to sleep.

BOB BISHOP

SATURDAY, AUGUST 2, 1975

The O.D. awoke this morning with

a G.I. virus so Bob Linker subbed on
what turned out to be the hottest day
in the 50 year history of Kieve — 105

degrees!

In spite of the heat (we took five

swims during the day), much was ac-

complished with tennis leading the list:

Ed Gardiner, Mark Guthrie, Dave Craig

and Gary Zeschke earned their White
Rackets; Jamie Gowen, Rich Coolidge,

and John Rodiger, their Black Rackets;

and Court Ebeling, Eliot Heher and

Chris Lickdyke earned their White,

Black and Blue Rackets, Also Brian

Bailey earned his Black Arrow and his

Pro-Marksman, and John York, his

Skipper.

David Seiger's mom and dad, and
Freddy Begien's dad, brother and sister

enjoyed the refreshing lake waters on
this hottest of days.

We enjoyed a most unusual evening

activity — Don and Elaine Glidden

(Bob Bishop's sister and brother-in-law)

demonstrated how to slice cucumbers
with a machete on your arm and many
of the techniques of Karate and Kung
Fu. We learned to respect force and
the need for peaceful living (and how
to break boards!).

Another swim, a prayer for lower

temperatures and bed. Was it really

123 degrees in Princeton, Sam?
BOB LINKER

SUNDAY, AUGUST 3, 1975

Well, relief from the heat wave

finally came in the form of a cold

front. Everyone arrived at flag wearing

next to no clothes expecting another

sauna bath, but soon found out other-

wise. The morning went like a routine

Sunday. Mark Guthrie and Brad

Thompson read at chapel. The sweetest

voice in the choir was Richard Cool-

idge's, while Richie Perkins took home
a cake for the loudest. All the cabins

were in top form for inspection, but

South Bunker Hill managed to win.

Jack Rutherfurd was particularly

pleased with his cabin's showing — a

cake winner and inspection!
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For some reason, the power went
off causing backups in the water

closets and the carillons going off at

midnight.

Numerous guests were here for the

chicken barbecue, but we had tube

steaks instead.

The afternoon was very productive.

At the riflery range, Dave Nelson,

Jimmy Stone, and Peter Clough got

their Pro-marksman, and Don McMillan

and Tony Green earned their Marks-

man. At tennis, Peter Stabler got both
his White and Black Rackets, Chris

Rawlings, Neddy Davis and Jimmy
Stone got their White Rackets, Gary
Zeschke, his Black Racket and Tim
Richards, his Blue. Down on the Land-
sports field, on the Day of our Lord,

Charlie's Chasers finally caught up to

Timmy's Tigers, 7-7. Mike Nelson was
a particular standout by both scoring

goals and blocking
_
kicks with his ear!

Mark Guthrie got his Red Tree and
Eddie Gardiner his Novice in Nature.

By this time the weather started to

get a little drizzly, but Kim's chicken

tasted just as good as ever. Due to the

cold, we finished the day with a movie
called "So You Won't Talk Now." The
coolness felt strange but very welcome
when it came time to hit the sack; we
had almost forgotten what blankets

were.

HENRY R. KENNEDY

MONDAY, AUGUST 4, 1975

A fruggy but cool day we arose to,

thank the Lord. The kids were ener-

getic, but the council was a bit slow

this morning. At any rate, the kids

charged into breakfast and their activ-

ities. During the morning, Chris Lick-

dyke got his Novice, while John "the

man" Rodiger and George Woodruff
received their Red Tree (or stump?!).

A lot of toher people also got qualifi-

cations, but the O.D. again lost the

sheet (Ed. note — where's your head?)

Anyway, the big thing of the day
was AQUATTACK! Once again, the

seas and trees of Nobleboro shook
with the terrifying cries of battle. Gen-
erals "Rascaly Moose" Buck and "Hi,

Mary" Tilney locked horns, supported

by their armies. For two and a half

hours the land and waters of Kieve

were engulfed in violent confrontation.

At the end of the battle, the Orange
army of Buck ended the Mondanock
spirit of Tilney and his Black army
(he-he-he).

Seeing as how the entire council

was exhausted, we had an open hill in

the evening for a slow-downed pace of

life.

SHIPPEN BRIGHT

TUESDAY, AUGUST 5, 1975

For a special treat, it rained all over

us this morning! So, everyone knows
how gritty and dusty beds and cabins

get in yucky weather. Well, after break-

fast, the O.D. with the willing hands of

Roots, Slippy and Stoney held an old

fashioned bunk flipping, shelf tearing

inspection. In many of the beds, there

was enough grit to start a beach or

grow potatoes — right, Peter Laventis.

By the time inspection was over,

the rain had stopped. North Bunker
Hill left camp early this morning leav-

ing the three youngest cabins in camp.
What a great opportunity to qualify!

Ken Hallows shot for his White Arrow.
Perry Boyden got his Pro-marksman,
and Simon Weatherill searched the ver-

dant hills of Kieve to get his Novice.

Steve Vastine really had the rifle

range going. Sean Sablosky got his

Pro-marksman, John Goodman and
Peter Clough, their Marksman, and
Peter Stabler, his Sharpshooter. On the

Kieve Kountry Klub Kourts, Dexter
and the Lord twins got their White
Rackets; Boyden, Morrow and Rawl-
ings, their Black; McMillan, Scott,
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Rutherfurd, Green, and Davis their

Blue, and Tim Richards his Red
Racket!

After Kim's great dinner of chicken

fingers and fries, we headed for a

rousing game of Townball. Included in

the game were Elli "Babe" Stevens and
Lisa "Lou" Parker and the home run

hitting council (a bit like cricket,

Peter?). The game ended in an 11-11

tie, as usual. A brief dip and flag ended
a really fun day.

SANDY BUCK

August 6 - August 8

Fourth Trips

SATURDAY, AUGUST 9, 1975

A beautiful day, foggy at first but

clear by breakfast. With only South

Glenayr and North Glenayr in, Kieve

assumed the atmosphere of an extend-

ed family.

Everybody was busy with accom-

plishments during the morning activ-

ities. The following received qualifica-

tions: White Arrows - Jamie Gowen
and Chris Sherrill; Pro-marksman - Joe
Dowling, Gary O'Leary and Bill Rob-
erts.

During the afternoon there were

lots of qualifications: Beginner and
Advanced Beginner Swimming went to

John Goodman, Chris Mayer and Chris

Sherrill; Perry Boyden and Mike Bent

got their Black Racquets in Tennis;

and David Line and Rodd Bell con-

quered their Island Swims. Particular

congratulations to Rodd who had tried

often before without success.

This was a great evening for Capture

the Flag, and after a bruising en-

counter we all took a skinny dip, then

flag, prayers, a Kieve cheer and the

sack.

DICK KENNEDY

SUNDAY, AUGUST 10, 1975

Just a few facts about the day; then

the O.D. would like to "read into the

record" his chapel talk:

1. Inspection won by North Bunker
Hill; teeth of all inspected.

2. Choir winners: sweetest - Perry Boy-

den, loudest - Simon Weatherill.

3. Chapel readers: Henry and Nanney
Kennedy

4. Lunch visitors: Jamie Gowen's
grandmother, Steve Shuster's grand-

father, old Kieve friend and neigh-

bor, Mrs. Robinson and three

grand-nieces.

5. Afternoon activities: great regatta -

standout sailors were John York,
David Kline, Frankie Kaul, Ed Gar-

diner, Rodd Bell, Gary O'Leary.

Jamie Gowen's team whipped Chris

Mayer's in soccer, 3-1. Gary Zeschke
got his Marksman.

6. Nancy ran an enthusiastic play re-

hearsal.

7. Donny McMillan's parents visited

for supper.

8. Great movie - Walt Disney's "Third
Man on the Mountain."

9. Flag, prayer and Kieve song and
cheer closed it down.

DICK KENNEDY

My Father

When the carillon bells peal over the

hill at Kieve daily in the morning, in

the afternoon and at night: it means a

lot to me. You see, the sound system

was given to Kieve in memory of my
father by my twin brother and me. I

hope that perhaps after my little talk

about my father that the bells will

mean a bit more to you, also.

It is probably a good thing that we
look at our parents differently than we
look at anybody else. Our mother and
father, after all, are closer to us than

anybody else. First of all there is the

mystery of the birth process. The bi-

ologists tell us that our mother and
father reproduce in order for us to be

born. Very literally each of us has a

part of his mother and a part of his

father in him. Another reason for our

unique closeness to our parents is that

we are almost completely dependent

upon them to sustain our life and to

make us happy during our youth. Only
now when you are 10 or 11 or 12 are

most of you beginning to free yourself

of some dependence on your mother
and father, and you will be quite de-

pendent on them for the next ten

years or so. As a matter of fact,

human beings spend a larger propor-
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tion of their lives depending on their

parents than any other species in the

animal kingdom.

So — granted we are uniquely close

to our parents; therefore we are apt to

be particularly impressed by their good

qualities and overlook their bad qual-

ities. I am glad this is the case, because

if it were not, family life, which is

difficult for all of us from time to

time, would be impossible.

Anyhow, my thoughts and feelings

about my father are probably biased —
but here they are for what they are

worth.

The facts of his life are not unusual.

He was born in 1901; he went to

private schools around Philadelphia and

in Switzerland; he graduated from

Princeton when he was 22 years old;

he founded a boys' camp in Maine
when he was 25 years old and ran it

for the next 25 years or so, and the

last 20 years of his life he spent in

semi-retirement, mostly in North Car-

olina. He died last year.

But these are only the facts; they

tell very little about the quality of this

man's life. Like most of us who were

fortunate to be born into financially

secure families, his growing up process

was certainly made no less difficult by
his family's relative wealth. In fact, he

was the youngest of five children, his

mother and father were almost con-

stantly "on the go" between various

vacation centers in Europe and Amer-
ica because his father was one of the

world's finest polo players, so my
father was often left in the care of

maids and nurses or in rather dismal

boarding schools for young children. In

short, he often told us that his child-

hood was a time of loneliness and
insecurity — he had a hard time grow-

ing up.

Even though he had a lot of "grow-

ing pains," he was not bitter or deject-

ed; nor did he feel singled out for

rough treatment. Instead, he assumed
that most younger boys had to go over

a lot of rough spots as they grew up,

so while he was in college, he deter-

mined to devote his life to helping

young boys become more secure and
less lonely.

In those days there were few sum-

mer camps, but the few that there

were were outstanding institutions

built by pioneers. Though their phys-

ical facilities were crude by today's

standards, the burning zeal of the

founders and the councillors who
worked with them was remarkable.

Fifty years ago my dad founded

Kieve on this perfectly beautiful place,

but to give you an idea of how un-

important the "frills of life" were, that

first group of 30 or so Kieve pioneers

slept on cots without mattresses. Be-

cause of the criss-cross pattern left on
their backsides when they woke up,

they proudly referred to themselves as

"waffle fannies," and I am happy to

say that we have sons and grandsons of

"waffle fannies" at Kieve right now.

While the facihties at Kieve have

certainly improved since the days of

beds without mattresses, I profoundly

hope that we are able to come close to

the spirit that guided Kieve fifty years

ago. Your councillors, their wives, and

the wonderful people who work in the

kitchen are motivated by the same
burning desire my father had fifty

years ago — they are anxious to make
your life less lonely and more secure.

When the bells toll three times daily, I

think my dad is happy because on the

West Neck Road there is a beautiful

place for people who care about each

other.

The next time you hear the bells,

perhaps you will join them in thanking

Donald D. Kennedy for what he and
his ideas here have done for you and
literally thousands of others like you.

MONDAY, AUGUST 11, 1975

We awoke to a beautiful blue Mon-
day and that's when the mercury start-

ed to climb. A very productive morn-
ing ensued with twenty-eight qualifica-

tions — good work.

In tennis, Chris Richards, Brian

Bailey, John York, David Kline,

Freddy Begien, Si Weatherill, and Billy

Roberts all received their White
Racquet. Brothers Lord, Gary O'Leary,

John York, Ed Gardiner, Freddy
Begien, Chris Richards got their Black
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Racquets; Peter Stabler, Joe Dowling

and Luke Allen swung to their Blue

Racquet; and on top of all this, Chris

Lickdyke got his Red Racquet. Phew!

In Archery, Chris Lickdyke earned

his Blue Arrow, while Eldon Scott got

his White Arrow, and George Woodruff
and Mark Dexter both shot for their

Black Arrow.
But wait, there is still more! Chris

Lickdyke (again) received his Pro-

marksman; Frank Kaul got his Skipper;

Tim Richards, Mark Guthrie and Ned
Davis received their Yashicas, Neddy
also got his Rolliflex, and Peter Laven-

tis and John Rodiger got their Hassel-

blads. Then on to afternoon
events ....

The Second Annual Pan-African

Tribal Water Olympics were held. The
Masai, Watusi, Zulu, Kikuju, Ibo and

Fugawi tribes all squared off. In the

many tests of strength and skill, in-

cluding water polo, canoe bobbing,

rowboat races, canoe jousting, under-

water races and greased watermelon

duals, the Ibo tribe proved to be the

superior tribe.

All of this activity drained us of

energy, and seeing how the O.D. lost

his voice, the evening consisted of

Open Hill and an early bed. The day
really was a great one, all because of

the kids — what a great group we have

had this summer. Thank you all!

SHIPPEN BRIGHT

TUESDAY, AUGUST 12, 1975

The day started off with a bang — a

great thunderstorm. The sun was begin-

ning to shine through by flag and a

good day was to be had by all. Morn-
ing activities were held under hot skies

and no breeze. Despite the lack of

breeze, Chris Lickdyke achieved his

Crew. Also Peter Clough got his Blue

Racquet and Eliot Heher got his Red
Racquet. Other achievements went to

Andy Morrow in Photo (Yashica) and
Peter Stabler (White Arrow). A nice

long swim sans the buddy-up whistle

causing the O.D. to almost lose his

voice. When the O.D.'s voice returned,

he gave a long lecture about qualifica-

tions as another line of thunderheads

approached. The storm shortened after-

noon activities but 19 qualifications

were earned. In tennis, Don Kennedy
got his White Racquet, George Wood-
ruff, his White and Black Rackets, Ed
Gardiner, Fred Begien, Tim Lord and
Chris Richards, their Blue Rackets, and

Joe Dowling, his Red Racket. In

Riflery, Andy Morrow, Ken Hallows,

Frankie Kaul, John York and David

Craig got their Pro-marksman while

Jimmy Stone and Brian Bailey got

Marksman. In Archery, Rodd Bell and

Tim Richards got White Arrows. But

Nature was the big winner with

Novices going to Drummer Hawkes,
Sean Sablosky, Brad Thompson, Court
Ebeling, Tony Green, Eldon Scott,

Peter Laventis, Joe Dowling, John
Goodman, Chris Rawlings, Steve Shus-

ter, Andy Morrow and Mike Nelson,

and a Green Tree to Peter Stabler.

A play rehearsal under the direction

of Nancy and Schuyler. Despite ad-

verse weather conditions, a productive

day for all.

FRANK RUTAN
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WEDNESDAY, AUGUST 13, 1975

Another beautiful day for the O.D.

and kiddies. Except for broken pumps,
busy schedules and the upcoming
tenseness of the weekend, the day

went along smoothly. A total of 28

qualifications in the morning and 19 in

the afternoon showed how active the

boys were. At about 3:30, the rough

and tumble boys of North Harris re-

turned from Canada and a very suc-

cessful trip — lots of rapids and lots of

portages.

Following dinner came the usual

tense act of getting set for Saturday's

play. A little calming down, flag and
off to bed. Note: The qualifications

for the day follow the report.

FORDY STEVENS
Qualifications for Aug. 13

Morning:

Ed Gardiner — Red Tree

Chris Lickdyke — Red Tree

Dave Craig — Novice

Frank Kaul — Novice

Cary Zeschke — Novice
Don McMillan — Marksman 1st

Dave Nelson — Marksman
Peter Stabler — Yashica

Chris Lickdyke — Yashica

J.G. Allen - Yashica

Tim Richards — Black Arrow
Jack Rutherfurd — Black Arrow
Don McMillan — White Arrow

Richard Coolidge — Crew
Rodd Bell - White Racket

Chris Sherrill - White Racket

Chris Mayer — White Racket

David Seiger — White Racket

Sean Sablosky — White Racket
Mark Dexter — Black Racket

Simon Weatherill — Black Racket

Bill Roberts - Black Racket

Jimmy Stone — Black Racket
Charlie Lord — Blue Racket
Gary O'Leary — Blue Racket

Mike Bent — Blue Racket
Perry Boyden — Blue Racket
Richard Coolidge — Blue Racket

Afternoon:

Steve Shuster — Crew
Richard Coolidge — Skipper

Drummer Hawkes — Skipper

Don Kennedy — Black Racket
Dave Craig — Black Racket
George Woodruff — Blue Racket
John Rodiger — Blue Racket
Don Kennedy — Blue Racket
Dave Craig — Blue Racket
Eldon Scott - Red Racket
Don McMillan — Red Racket
Peter Clough — Black Arrow
Mark Dexter — Blue Arrow-

Chris Mayer — Pro-Marksman
Chris Richards — Marksman
Tim Richards — Pro-Marksman
Peter Clough — Marksman 1st

Cary Zeschke — Yashica

Sean Sablosky — Yashica



THURSDAY, AUGUST 14, 1975

After a hard rain last night, there

was a heavy mist hanging on the lake

this morning. By breakfast the sky had

cleared and the day was beautiful. At
breakfast we had the pleasure of Bill

Brown's and Tom Kelly's company.
Bill had come back to visit the camp
that he and his family has attended for

years and Tom Kelly had flown up
from Boston.

There were myriad qualifications

during the course of the day. In Sail-

ing: David Kline received his Crew,

Neddy Davis, Chris Rawlings, Chris

Lickdyke, and Luke Allen received

their Skipper, and we had the first

Commodore of the summer as Brad

Thompson fought the wild winds on
the lake this afternoon. In tennis: Mike
Nelson won his White Racket, Mark
Guthrie and Peter Laventis their Black

Rackets, Richie Perkins his Black and

Blue, and Andy Morrow his Blue

Racket. In Nature today Bobby Nich-

ols, Chris Lord, Chris Mayer, Ken Hal-

lows, Dave Nelson, Richie Perkins,

Jimmy Stone, and Billy Roberts won
their Novice and Joe Dowling won his

Red Tree. In Riflery today Drummer
Hawkes won his Pro-Marksman, Brian

Bailey his Marksman 1st Class, Luke
Allen his Marksman 1st Class, and

Eldon Scott his Marksman. In Archery,

Richard Coolidge won both his White

and Black Arrows, and Joe Dowling
and Rodd Bell their Black Arrows.

Jack Rutherfurd and Neddy Davis won
their Blue Arrows. In Photography dur-

ing the day Jimmy Stone and Frankie

Kaul won their Yashica and Eliot

Heher and Peter Laventis both became
the first Kieve Photographers. In In-

structional Swimming, the following

worked their ways through Beginner

and Advanced Beginner: John Good-
man, Chris Mayer, Chris Sherrill, John
York, Tony Green, Steve Shuster,

Charlie Lord, Peter Clough, Jamie
Gowen, Gary Zeschke, Tim Lord, Ken
Hallows, Chris Rawlings, Sean Sablos-

ky, Tim Richards. Following through

to the Intermediate Level were Chris

Sherrill, Brian Bailey, John Goodman,
Simon Weatherill, Chris Mayer, Rodd
Bell, John York, Andy Morrow, Gary
Zeschke, Mark Dexter, and Peter

Clough. WHEW!
Don and Barbara Kennedy joined us

for dinner and a play rehearsal was the

evening activity. One can tell by the

excited atmosphere that pervades the

camp that we are drawing toward the

end of another summer session.

JOHN R. PEDRICK

FRIDAY, AUGUST 15, 1975

A lovely day for the last day of our

regular activities. The campers had just

about exhausted all qualifications, but

Jamie Gowen earned his Red Racket,

Chris Lickdyke, his Marksman, Tim
Richards and Jack Rutherfurd, their

Novices, and Brian Bailey, his Crew.

Photo had a good group of Yashicas -

Richie Perkins, Don McMillan, Drum-
mer Hawkes, Peter Clough, and Brad

Thompson. Also Eldon Scott earned

his Hasselblad.

In the p.m., Billy Roberts and Andy
Morrow earned Crew, Ken Hallows, his

Black Arrow, Simon Weatherill, his

Pro-marksman, Tim Richards and Billy

Roberts, their Marksman, Peter Laven-

tis and Chris Richards, their Marksman
First, and finally John Rodiger and Ed
Gardiner, their Red Rackets.

Dinner at Westcott Point was high-

lighted by the fact that even with

seconds, thirds and fourths, there were

hamburgers left over!

We then headed for an early flag, a

reading by Bob Linker taken from 44

years ago about Kieve, and then down
to Kistler Point for a campfire lit by
the campers who had been here the

longest — Denny Kennedy, Shep

Brown, Lee Davis, Ned Lee and Bobby
Nichols. Dick then talked about

"paths" at Kieve; we lit each others

candles and processed through torches

to the top of the hill for our final

Kieve Song and Cheer. Tomorrow our

parents come!
BOB LINKER
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SATURDAY, AUGUST 16, 1975

Bill Roberts and Simon Weatherill

smartly raised the flag as we were

greeted by a beautiful, sunny day.

Duty clean-up patrols to all corners of

the camp and cabin inspection readied

us for one last activity period and the

arrival of parents and friends. The
tennis courts were busy to the last

second: Ken Hallows, Chris Lickdyke,

Eliot He her, and Don McMillan

achieved Gold Racquet. Two of these

boys received special distinction - Ken
for interest and effort, Don for being

the best player in the Glenayr - Bunker

Hill - South Harris group. Also Tim
Lord, Charlie Lord, Andy Morrow,

Richard Coolidge, Jamie Gowen, Tony
Green, Peter Stabler, Peter Boyden,

and Fred Begien earned a trip to

Round Top because of their excellent

play in the round-robin tournaments,

Shippen and Nancy Kennedy had a

short costume rehearsal after lunch,

and then the long caravan of cars

arrived. The watersports games began

at 3:00, and there was just a hint of

the coming autumn in the brisk breeze

to make canoe starts a bit tricky.

Family time preceded refreshments and

a delicious buffet supper at Harriet

House. The play and Chris Bensley's

slide show capped a wonderful day,

the memories of which should gladden

any February heart.

Watersports Results

1. South Glenayr 25 yd. freestyle: A.

1) Goodman; 2) Boyden; 3) Bent

B. 1) Stabler; 2) Mayer; 3) Sablos-

ky

2. South Glenayr obstacle: 1) Dowl-
ing; 2) Green

3. South Glenayr "rowboat: 1) Lord;

2) Seiger; 3) Shuster

4. North Glenayr double canoe: 1)

Coolidge & Roberts; 2) Bailey &
Renneisen; 3) Bell & Sherrill

5. North Glenayr rowboat: 1) York;

2) Weatherill; 3) Kline

6. North Glenayr obstacle: 1)

O'Leary; 2) Stone

7. South Bunker Hill double canoe:

1) Clough & Thompson; 2) Scott

& M. Nelson; 3) McMillan & Rich-

ards

8. South Bunker Hill canoe bobbing:

1) Perkins

9. South Bunker Hill 50 yd. free-

style: 1) Allen; 2) Rawlings; 3)

Rutherfurd

10. North Bunker Hill double canoe:

1) Heher & Zeschke; 2) Woodruff
& Gardiner; 3) Lickdyke & Rich-

ards

11. North Bunker Hill canoe bobbing:

1) Craig

12. North Bunker Hill 50 yd. free-

style: 1) Rodiger; 2) Ebeling; 3)

Kennedy
13. North Harris single canoe: 1)

Woodruff; 2) Purvis; 3) Brown
14. North Harris 50 yd. freestyle: 1)

Morrison; 2) Davis; 3) Wolferth

15. North Harris canoe bobbing: 1)

Ports; 2) Papps

16. War canoe: 1) Fowler & Bunker
Hill 2's; 2) Forbes & Bunker Hill

I's

17. Canoe pile-in: 1) 2's; 2) I's

18. Senior Camp war canoe: 1) Wol-

ferth; 2) Thayer
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EARS AND FIFTY YEARS
(NOT JAWS)

Special thanks from Nancy Kennedy
for this Stella production go to:

Nancy Pedrick for imaginative mask
and wig design

John Seamans and his Pingree Harem
for the walking scenery

Shippen Bright for his excellent dra-

matic coaching which has brought

forth this play in 3 rehearsals, if

that.

The cast who created this evening from
their inherited talents as hams. Par-

ents, you've left an indelible mark
of lunacy.

Peter Wickstead who adds some dignity

to the production.

Nanney Kennedy who dares to jump
the Snake River.

John Rodiger who plays the monster,

Golda my Ears

Neddy Davis who plays the monster's

roommate. Peg of My Heart

Peter Laventis, the golden ruler of

Titanic Airways flight 1313
Schuyler Tilney who shows up in the

first act as the model councilor

The Canadian Trippers who are the

sterile health inspectors

The senior campers who kindly con-

sented to play rainbow girls

The aristocrats and Bye, Bye Kiddies

And lastly, all the anonymous actors

who are terribly important and all

of whom have hearts of gold.

BOB BISHOP

SUNDAY, AUGUST 17, 1975

Cloudy skies and intermittent

rain . . . stand-up breakfast . . . canoes

to the top of the hill . . . don't forget

your life jackets . . . trunks to the land-

sports field and/or top of the hill . . .

chapel in Innisfree . . . Dick gives dedi-

cation sermon for the '75 Annual . . .

awards ... no rain for our final lunch-

eon - DELICIOUS! ... It has been a

great 50th year and the council wishes

to express their heartfelt thanks to all

the boys in both sessions! . . . Good-
bye, Kieve 1975 .. . Tomorrow we
leave you to the squirrels, chipmunks
and bears.

DR. VonHEEDON
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